LEGISLATION COMMITTEE
May 16, 2011
11:00 a.m.--Noon
651 Pine Street, Room 101, Martinez

Agenda

Supervisor Karen Mitchoff, District IV, Chair
Supervisor John Gioia, District I, Vice Chair
Agenda Items:

Items may be taken out of order based on the business of the day and preference of the Committee

1. Introductions
2. Public comment on any item under the jurisdiction of the Committee and not on this agenda.
(Speakers may be limited to three minutes.)
3. Record of Action – April 28, 2011
4. State Budget Update – Presenters: Lara DeLaney, Cathy Christian
5. 2011 State Legislative Items– Presenters: Lara DeLaney, Cathy Christian
a) AB 506 (Wieckowski): Local Government: Bankruptcy: Mediation—Staff recommends OPPOSE
b) AB 646 (Atkins): Local Public Employee Organizations: Impasse Procedures— Staff recommends
OPPOSE
c) AB 392 (Alejo): Ralph M. Brown Act: Posting Agendas— Staff recommends WATCH
d) SB 223 (Steinberg): Voter-Approved Local Assessment: Vehicles— Staff recommends WATCH
e) AB 296 (Skinner): Building Standards: Cool Pavement— Staff recommends SUPPORT
f) Any other legislation currently pending which may affect the County
6. Federal Issues Update– Presenter: Lara DeLaney

7. Adjourn to the next regular meeting scheduled for Monday, June 20, 2011 at 11:00 a.m.



The Legislation Committee will provide reasonable accommodations for persons with disabilities planning to attend Legislation Committee
meetings. Contact the staff person listed below at least 72 hours before the meeting. Access a telecommunications device for the deaf by calling
1-800-735-2929 and asking the relay service operator for (925) 335-1240.

 Any disclosable public records related to an open session item on a regular meeting agenda and distributed by the County to a majority of
members of the Legislation Committee less than 96 hours prior to that meeting are available for public inspection at 651 Pine Street, 10th
floor, during normal business hours.
 Public comment may be submitted via electronic mail on agenda items at least one full work day prior to the published meeting time.

For Additional Information Contact:

Lara DeLaney, Committee Staff
Phone (925) 335-1097 Fax (925) 335-1098
Lara.DeLaney@cao.cccounty.us

Glossary of Acronyms, Abbreviations, and other Terms (in alphabetical order):
Contra Costa County has a policy of making limited use of acronyms, abbreviations, and industry-specific language in its
Board of Supervisors meetings and written materials. Following is a list of commonly used language that may appear in
oral presentations and written materials associated with Board meetings:
Assembly Bill
HIPAA
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
Association of Bay Area Governments
HIV
Human Immunodeficiency Syndrome
Assembly Constitutional Amendment
HOV
High Occupancy Vehicle
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990
HR
Human Resources
American Federation of State County and Municipal
HUD
United States Department of Housing and Urban
Employees
Development
AICP
American Institute of Certified Planners
Inc.
Incorporated
AIDS
Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome
IOC
Internal Operations Committee
ALUC
Airport Land Use Commission
ISO
Industrial Safety Ordinance
AOD
Alcohol and Other Drugs
JPA
Joint (exercise of) Powers Authority or Agreement
ARRA
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
Lamorinda
Lafayette-Moraga-Orinda Area
BAAQMD
Bay Area Air Quality Management District
LAFCo
Local Agency Formation Commission
BART
Bay Area Rapid Transit District
LLC
Limited Liability Company
BCDC
Bay Conservation & Development Commission
LLP
Limited Liability Partnership
BGO
Better Government Ordinance
Local 1
Public Employees Union Local 1
BOS
Board of Supervisors
LVN
Licensed Vocational Nurse
CALTRANS California Department of Transportation
MAC
Municipal Advisory Council
CalWIN
California Works Information Network
MBE
Minority Business Enterprise
CalWORKS California Work Opportunity and Responsibility
M.D.
Medical Doctor
to Kids
M.F.T.
Marriage and Family Therapist
CAER
Community Awareness Emergency Response
MIS
Management Information System
CAO
County Administrative Officer or Office
MOE
Maintenance of Effort
CCHP
Contra Costa Health Plan
MOU
Memorandum of Understanding
CCTA
Contra Costa Transportation Authority
MTC
Metropolitan Transportation Commission
CDBG
Community Development Block Grant
NACo
National Association of Counties
CEQA
California Environmental Quality Act
OB-GYN
Obstetrics and Gynecology
CIO
Chief Information Officer
O.D.
Doctor of Optometry
COLA
Cost of living adjustment
OES-EOC
Office of Emergency Services-Emergency
ConFire
Contra Costa Consolidated Fire District
Operations Center
CPA
Certified Public Accountant
OSHA
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
CPI
Consumer Price Index
Psy.D.
Doctor of Psychology
CSA
County Service Area
RDA
Redevelopment Agency
CSAC
California State Association of Counties
RFI
Request For Information
CTC
California Transportation Commission
RFP
Request For Proposal
dba
doing business as
RFQ
Request For Qualifications
EBMUD
East Bay Municipal Utility District
RN
Registered Nurse
EIR
Environmental Impact Report
SB
Senate Bill
EIS
Environmental Impact Statement
SBE
Small Business Enterprise
EMCC
Emergency Medical Care Committee
SWAT
Southwest Area Transportation Committee
EMS
Emergency Medical Services
TRANSPAC Transportation Partnership & Cooperation (Central)
EPSDT
State Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and
TRANSPLAN Transportation Planning Committee (East County)
treatment Program (Mental Health)
TRE or TTE Trustee
et al.
et ali (and others)
TWIC
Transportation, Water and Infrastructure Committee
FAA
Federal Aviation Administration
UCC
Urban Counties Caucus
FEMA
Federal Emergency Management Agency
VA
Department of Veterans Affairs
F&HS
Family and Human Services Committee
vs.
versus (against)
First 5
First Five Children and Families Commission
WAN
Wide Area Network
(Proposition 10)
WBE
Women Business Enterprise
FTE
Full Time Equivalent
WCCTAC
West Contra Costa Transportation Advisory
FY
Fiscal Year
Committee
GHAD
Geologic Hazard Abatement District
GIS
Geographic Information System
HCD
(State Dept of) Housing & Community Development
HHS
Department of Health and Human Services
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
AB
ABAG
ACA
ADA
AFSCME

Schedule of Upcoming BOS Meetings
May 17, 2011
May 24, 2011

Legislation Committee
Supervisor Karen Mitchoff, Chair
Supervisor John Gioia, Vice Chair

Record of Actions
April 28, 2011
Room 108, 651 Pine Street, Martinez
1. Introductions
The meeting was called to order by Chair Mitchoff. Vice Chair Gioia was in attendance. Staff and
the public introduced themselves. Cathy Christian, state advocate, was conferenced in by phone.
(See attached sign-in sheet.)
2. Public Comment: None.
3. Review Record of Action: Record for March 21, 2011 was accepted as submitted.
4. State Budget Update :
The County’s state advocate, Cathy Christian, reported on the discussions surrounding the State
budget adoption. Supervisor Gioia inquired about the strategy being discussed to target cuts to
Republican districts. Ms. Christian indicated there were no specifics as yet. Also, reports of state
revenue increases may reflect an anomaly with respect to reporting.
5. State Legislative Issues:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

SB 810 (Leno): Committee accepted recommendation to Support.
AB 1053 (Gordon): Committee accepted recommendation to Support.
AB 455 (Campos): Committee accepted recommendation to Oppose.
SB 930 (Evans): Committee accepted recommendation to Support.
SB 662 (DeSaulnier): Committee recommends BOS support.
SB 653 (Steinberg): Committee accepted recommendation to Watch.
Other legislation: Committee received briefings on AB 400 (Ma), AB 502 (Bonilla), and SB 778
(DeSaulnier).

The Legislation Committee recommended that the recommendations on all but SB 653 go to the
Board of Supervisors at the next available agenda.
6. Federal Issues Update: Committee accepted the report.
7. Protocol on Legislative Positions: Committee accepted the report and requested that the
Protocol for Urgency Action be amended to remove the option of allowing the Board Chair to
send a letter on a bill under his/her personal letterhead (or County letterhead, indicating the
position is that of the Chair) provided that all Board members are immediately alerted of the
action and that an official Board position is considered at the next Board meeting. All Board
members always have the option to send letters expressing their personal position/opinion on
legislation.
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Also, the Committee rejected the staff suggestion that a position letter could be sent regarding
any legislation discussed during the Informational Update on Pending Legislation on the Board’s
agenda.
The Committee directed staff to send the amendment to the Protocol for Positions on Bills to the
Board.
8. Adjourn: Committee adjourned to the next regular meeting scheduled for May 16, 2011 at
11:00 in room 101.
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OFFICE OF THE COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR
CONTRA COSTA COUNTY
TO:

Legislation Committee
Supervisor Karen Mitchoff, Chair
Supervisor John Gioia, Vice Chair

FROM:

Lara DeLaney, Legislative Coordinator

DATE:

May 11, 2011

SUBJECT:

Agenda Item #4: State Budget Update

RECOMMENDATION
ACCEPT report on the State Budget and related matters and provide direction, as
necessary.
REPORT
Representatives of the California Teachers Association and other unions kicked off their
"week of action" on Monday, gathering at the Capitol to urge legislators to extend higher
tax rates to avoid deeper cuts to education and other services. Members will also rally in
San Francisco and elsewhere.
Meanwhile, California's been collecting more tax revenue than expected, which is
complicating Gov. Jerry Brown's pitch to let voters decide whether to keep those higher
tax rates.
Brown's finance director, Ana Matosantos, issued a statement last Friday morning
downplaying new data showing California has received $2.54 billion more in general
fund revenues than had been expected.
The statement comes 10 days before Brown is scheduled to deliver his May budget
revision.
"While tax receipts are currently running higher than projections, this should in no way
be taken to mean that we can ease up on our efforts to close the remaining budget
gap," Matosantos said. "Changes in our cash receipts aren't the only issue that drive the
size of our budget gap."
"We have to account for lost savings based on the timing of the Legislature's actions to
date on the governor's January proposal," she added. "If there are more Californians
projected to be enrolled in our schools or our health care programs, and if there are
more inmates projected in our prison system, that will drive costs up.
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"And in addition, roughly 40 percent of additional revenues will be controlled by
Proposition 98. The state faces multibillion-dollar budget shortfalls in each of the next
three fiscal years unless we adopt ongoing solutions that control state government costs
and put the state on a path to long-term structural balance."
Today, Governor Brown unveiled a new plan to reorganize a piece of the state
bureaucracy by combining two entities -- the Department of Personnel Administration
and the State Personnel Board -- and creating a new Department of Human
Resources. In doing so, the Governor announced that the reorganization would save
“millions of taxpayer dollars.” But it would do nothing to impact some generous, longterm appointments doled out by his predecessors. The two organizations handle
different pieces of the state’s payroll administration.
The State Personnel Board is made up of appointees who serve 10-year terms. Four of
the five members of the current board were appointed by Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger,
including his former chief of staff, Patricia Clarey and his former legislative secretary,
Richard Costigan. Board members receive a annual salary of $40,669, according to
Brown spokesman Evan Westrup –- up to $406,690 over the course of a 10-year term.
Brown’s plan would not eliminate the board, Westrup said, because it is protected by
the state Constitution.
REALIGNMENT UPDATE
CSAC’s Realignment Working Group met briefly by phone last week to talk about the
state of realignment. Sacramento right now is in a budget lull as the Legislature crams
bills through in time to meet deadlines for passing bills through policy committees.
(Friday is the deadline for policy committees to send nonfiscal bills to the floor of their
respective houses.) The budget will return to the forefront next Monday (May 16), when
the Governor releases his May Revise. The budget revision will likely change some of
the details of the realignment proposal.
Also last week, the CSAC Executive Committee received an update from Diane
Cummins, the Administration’s point person on realignment issues. The Executive
Committee was able to ask Ms. Cummins questions, and her presence was further
proof of the Administration’s commitment to counties throughout this process. She
reiterated the position that realignment will be part of the Governor’s plan, and that it will
include ongoing revenues and constitutional protections.
Sparked by a request from the Administration for assistance, CSAC has formed a small,
focused implementation planning group. The purpose of the group is to respond to the
Administration and to influence the implementation of 2011 Realignment.
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OFFICE OF THE COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR
CONTRA COSTA COUNTY

TO:

Legislation Committee
Supervisor Karen Mitchoff, Chair
Supervisor John Gioia, Vice Chair

FROM:

Lara DeLaney, Legislative Coordinator

DATE:

May 11, 2011

SUBJECT:

Agenda Item #5: 2011 State Legislative Items

RECOMMENDATION
RECEIVE report from staff and CONSIDER forwarding recommendations on
various bills to the Board of Supervisors.
REVIEW the attached listing of bills of interest to the County.
BACKGROUND
Staff of the County Administrator’s Office works in collaboration with our state
and federal advocates to identify proposed legislation that would impact County
operations, services, and/or programs. When a bill comes to our attention either
through our legislation tracking services, various associations, advisory body
members, department staff, or a Board member, staff first looks to the County’s
adopted State and Federal platforms for consistency with policy direction, If
there is no clear policy direction in the adopted Platforms, the proposed
legislation is presented to the Legislation Committee or appropriate committee of
the Board prior for consideration and recommendation to the full Board of
Supervisors.
The following bills are presented for action or information purposes to the
Legislation Committee:
a. AB 506 (Wieckowski): Local Government: Bankruptcy: Mediation
OPPOSE. (See Attachment A—Bill Text and CSAC Letter of
Opposition.)
Digest: Under existing law, any taxing agency or instrumentality of the state may
file a petition and prosecute to completion bankruptcy proceedings permitted
under the laws of the United States.
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This bill would provide that a local public entity shall not file under federal
bankruptcy law unless the local public entity has participated in mediation with
interested parties, as defined, has received a certificate of good faith
participation, and if the mediation results in either an agreement for debt
readjustment, or if the mediator certifies in writing that continued mediation will
not contribute to a resolution of the parties' dispute, under certain circumstances.
The bill would also require the California Debt and Investment Advisory
Commission to adopt mediation guidelines, as specified.
AB 506, by Assembly Member Wieckowski, would impose a mandatory
mediation requirement for local agencies prior to seeking bankruptcy protection
in federal court. The process outlined in AB 506 could result in significant
unintended consequences for local agencies already facing fiscal distress.
Unlike typical mediation, where a mediator is brought in to help resolve issues
between parties who wish to come to resolution, AB 506 gives the mediator
tremendous powers – specifically, certifying that the local agency acted in good
faith during mediation and a local agency’s solvency – and forces all parties,
even those with no interest in a resolution, into a mediation process. AB 506
contemplates the mediator acting as a gatekeeper of sorts, essentially granting
him or her sole discretion to allow or not allow a local agency to seek the
protections the federal courts provide. Of greater concern, AB 506 does not
provide a remedy for resolving disputes regarding decisions made by the
mediator.
Given the complex nature of governance and funding of public services in
California, it is difficult to contemplate a mediation process as outlined in AB 506
that is a timely and effective remedy for counties.
As a result, CSAC is opposing AB 506. Staff recommends that the Legislation
Committee also consider a recommendation of OPPOSE to the Board of
Supervisors.
STATUS:
02/15/2011 INTRODUCED.
03/31/2011 To ASSEMBLY Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
03/31/2011 From ASSEMBLY Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT with
author's amendments.
03/31/2011 In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended. Re-referred
to Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
05/04/2011 From ASSEMBLY Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT: Do
pass to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
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b. AB 646 (Atkins): Local Public Employee Organizations: Impasse
Procedures —OPPOSE. (See Attachment B—Bill Text and CSAC
Letter of Opposition.)
Summary:
Amends provisions that govern collective bargaining of local
represented employees and delegate jurisdiction to the Public Employment
Relations Board to resolve disputes and enforce the duties and rights of local
public agency employers and employees. Authorizes the employee organization
to request the matter be submitted to a factfinding panel if the mediator is unable
to effect a settlement within a specified time period. Provides procedures for the
submission of an agency's last, best,and final offer.
AB 646 would impose mandatory mediation and fact-finding under MMBA.
Essentially, a local agency would not be able to impose a last, best and final offer
(LBFO) until specific post-impasse procedures were performed. Current law
allows public agencies to implement their LBFO if the public agency and an
employee organization have reached an impasse in good faith negotiations. AB
646 would delete the authorization of public agencies to impose a LBFO until the
following has occurred:
•
Either party has been provided the opportunity to have a mediator
appointed by the Public Employment Relations Board.
•
Either party has been provided the opportunity to submit the matter
to a fact-finding panel if the appointed mediator is unable to bring the
parties to an agreement within 15 days.
•
The fact-finding panel, if agreement has not been reached within 30
days, has made findings of fact and recommended terms of settlement, for
advisory purposes only.
CSAC opposes this bill. Staff recommends that the Legislation Committee also
consider a recommendation of OPPOSE to the Board of Supervisors.
STATUS:
02/16/2011 INTRODUCED.
03/07/2011 To ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC EMPLOYEES,
RETIREMENT AND SOCIAL SECURITY.
03/23/2011 From ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC EMPLOYEES,
RETIREMENT AND SOCIAL SECURITY with author's amendments.
03/23/2011 In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended. Re-referred
to Committee on PUBLIC EMPLOYEES, RETIREMENT AND SOCIAL
SECURITY.
05/04/2011 From ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC EMPLOYEES,
RETIREMENT & SOCIAL SEC: Do pass as amended to Committee on
APPROPRIATIONS.
05/05/2011 In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended. Re-referred
to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
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c. AB 392 (Alejo): Ralph M. Brown Act: Posting Agendas — WATCH
(See Attachment C—Bill text and CSAC Letter of Opposition.)
Summary: Requires the legislative body of a local agency, at least 72 hours
before a regular meeting of that body, to post the agenda and staff generated
reports that relate to an agenda item for the open session of that regular meeting.
Requires the legislative body to post the agenda and the writings on its internet
web site or in a public location if the body has no web site.
AB 392 would amend Government Code Sections 54954.2 and 54957.5 of the
Brown Act. Specifically, the measure seeks to require a local entity that develops
or receives any staff-generated reports related to a posted agenda item in the
time period following the 72-hour notice deadline to post that information on its
website. Further, it would prohibit the local legislative body from acting on any
matter for which staff-generated reports were received by the local legislative
body after the 72-hour notice, unless that material is disclosed as specified in the
measure. It also sets similarly intended conditions for those jurisdictions that do
not currently maintain a website.
We do not dispute the policy objectives behind the measure and, indeed, believe
most counties — over time and as technology evolves — will be able to meet the
standards contemplated. However, we believe that the measure may be asking
too much of public agencies too soon. CSAC, along with a number of local
government stakeholders, have raised significant operational and fiscal concerns
regarding AB 392. Our opposition has primarily focused on issues of cost and
capacity to comply with the bill’s requirements as well as the provision in the
measure that would prohibit action by a local legislative body on an item for
which a staff-generated report is received after the 72-hour agenda notice
deadline.
CSAC encourages counties to review AB 392 with a view toward identifying fiscal
and operational impacts and to provide feedback. CAO staff has discussed the
bill with the Director of Information Technology and with County Counsel. Staff
has expressed concerns about the capacity of policy bodies that would be
required to comply with these requirements (the bill is not limited to Board of
Supervisors) and its effects on the County’s Better Government Ordinance.
(The bill defines local agency to mean a county, city, whether general law or
chartered, city and county, town, school district, municipal corporation, district,
political subdivision, or any board, commission or agency thereof, or other local
public agency.)
STATUS:
02/14/2011 INTRODUCED.
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03/03/2011 To ASSEMBLY Committees on LOCAL GOVERNMENT and
GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION.
04/14/2011 From ASSEMBLY Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT with
author's amendments.
04/14/2011 In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended. Re-referred
to Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
04/27/2011 From ASSEMBLY Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT: Do
pass to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.

d. SB 223 (Steinberg): Voter-Approved Local Assessment: Vehicles
— WATCH
(See Attachment D—Bill Text and CSAC Support Letter.)
Summary: Authorizes counties and the City and County of San Francisco to
impose a voter-approved local assessment for specified vehicles if certain
conditions are met. Requires the county or the city and county to contract with
the DMV to collect and administer the assessment. Requires the Franchise Tax
Board to notify the department of estimated revenue losses resulting from
taxpayers deducting the assessment under the Personal Income and Corporation
Tax laws. Requires replacement of losses to the General Fund.
SB 223 would authorize each county to place a measure before voters to impose
an assessment on vehicles owned by that county’s residents.
Like SB 653, SB 223 would allow communities that are willing to pay more
money for local services to do so, without requiring the same of residents in other
areas. CSAC supports local control; counties believe that each community
should be able to decide for itself what level of services its government provides
and the appropriate method of funding them.
The two percent vehicle license fee rate, which would be the maximum
aggregate rate allowed under SB 223, is the rate Californians were accustomed
to paying for decades. SB 223 goes beyond the current constitutional vote
requirements by requiring a 2/3 vote of the Board of Supervisors to place such a
measure before voters.
STATUS:
02/09/2011 INTRODUCED.
02/17/2011 To SENATE Committees on TRANSPORTATION AND
HOUSING and GOVERNANCE AND FINANCE.
03/29/2011 From SENATE Committee on TRANSPORTATION AND
HOUSING: Do pass to Committee on GOVERNANCE AND FINANCE.
04/27/2011 From SENATE Committee on GOVERNANCE AND
FINANCE: Do pass to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
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05/09/2011 In SENATE Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To Suspense
File.
e. AB 296 (Skinner):
Building Standards: Cool Pavement —
SUPPORT (See Attachment E—Bill Text and Fact Sheet.)
Summary: Establishes the Cool Pavements Research and Implementation Act.
Requires the Department of Transportation to implement one or more cool
pavement pilot projects and to submit a report to the Legislature with an analysis
of the various costs of pavement surfaces and the results of the projects.
Requires the Department of Housing and Community Development to propose
building standards that authorize the use of cool pavements.
AB 296 would establish the Cool Pavements Research and Implementation Act
and would require the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), in
consultation with specified state agencies, to implement the act. The bill would
require Caltrans to adopt a strategy, through a public process, to implement the
act and, by January 1, 2015, to adopt by regulation a Cool Pavements Handbook
to detail testing protocols, standards, and best practices.
The bill would require the department to implement one or more cool pavement
pilot projects, with the goal of completion of the pilot projects no later than
January 1, 2018, and to submit a report to the Legislature with an analysis of the
various costs of pavement surfaces and the results of the cool pavement pilot
projects. The bill would direct the department, on and after January 1, 2018, to
require a state paving project, as defined, to include a cool pavement surface
that complies with the Cool Pavements Handbook for not less than 75% of the
total project pavement surface area.
The Transportation, Water, and Infrastructure Committee was briefed on this bill
at their May 11 meeting and recommended that the Legislation Committee
consider a recommendation of the bill to the Board of Supervisors.

f. Any other legislation currently pending which may affect the
County
=============================================================
Attached to this report is information about various bills in which the County may
have an interest or on which the County has already taken a position.
(Attachment F.)
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Item #5, Attachment A

AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MARCH 31, 2011
california legislature—2011–12 regular session

ASSEMBLY BILL

No. 506

Introduced by Assembly Member Wieckowski
February 15, 2011

An act to amend Section 31458.2 of the Government Code, relating
to county employees retirement. An act to amend Section 53760 of, and
to add Sections 8860, 53760.5, 53761, 53761.5, 53762, 53762.5, and
53763 to, the Government Code, relating to local government.
legislative counsel’s digest

AB 506, as amended, Wieckowski. County employees retirement.
Local government: bankruptcy: mediation.
Under existing law, any taxing agency or instrumentality of the state
may file a petition and prosecute to completion bankruptcy proceedings
permitted under the laws of the United States.
This bill would provide that a local public entity shall not file under
federal bankruptcy law unless the local public entity has participated
in mediation with interested parties, as defined, has received a certificate
of good faith participation, and if the mediation results in either an
agreement for debt readjustment, or if the mediator certifies in writing
that continued mediation will not contribute to a resolution of the
parties’ dispute, under certain circumstances. The bill would also
require the California Debt and Investment Advisory Commission to
adopt mediation guidelines, as specified.
Under existing law, counties and districts, as defined, may provide
retirement benefits to their employees pursuant to the County Employees
Retirement Law of 1937. The County Employees Retirement Law of
1937 sets forth a comprehensive system of retirement benefits for county
98
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AB 506
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and district employees. That law requires, if a member dies leaving a
spouse and has not designated a beneficiary, and, prior to the payment
of any portion of the death benefit, the surviving spouse files with the
board written evidence that she or he is the surviving spouse, as
specified, the surviving spouse is to be deemed nominated as the
beneficiary by that member.
This bill would declare the intent of Legislature to enact legislation
that would address issues relating to county public employee retirement
pensions.
Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: no yes.
State-mandated local program: no.
The people of the State of California do enact as follows:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

SECTION 1. The Legislature hereby finds and declares all of
the following:
(a) The California Constitution and current statutory law
provide for a continuity and interdependence between state and
local government entities. Seeking financial relief through the
provisions of Chapter 9 of federal Bankruptcy Code imposes
substantial administrative costs and expenses on a municipality,
potentially exceeding several million dollars. Filing for Chapter
9 can reduce service levels to the taxpayers and residents of a
municipality. In some circumstances, it can have major short-term
and long-term fiscal consequences for the municipality, the
surrounding municipalities, and the state. Filing for bankruptcy
protection under Chapter 9 should be considered a last resort, to
be instituted only after other reasonable efforts have been made,
to avoid a bankruptcy filing or otherwise appropriately plan for
it. It is in the interest of the state, local governments, and the public
that local government entities have sufficiently sound financial
capacity to provide required services to the public and meet their
contractual and other obligations during any restructuring or
financial reorganization process. Furthermore, it is in the best
interest of the public, the state, and local government entities, the
employees, investors, bondholders, and other interest holders be
included in an appropriate restructuring process and have an
adequate understanding of the financial capacity of local
government entities and their obligations, as a clear understanding
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

AB 506

of both is necessary for any restructuring or reorganization
process.
(b) The Legislature has an interest in monitoring the conditions
under which local entities may seek Chapter 9 protection. The
relief provided through the bankruptcy process can affect state
and municipal government service levels, debt, and contracts. The
Legislature has a strong interest in ensuring adequate disclosure
of the conditions under which a municipality may seek Chapter 9
protection and providing a process to make any Chapter 9 filing
as efficient as possible.
(c) To the extent financial relief granted through Chapter 9 can
affect debt service payments, the state’s investors and bondholders
have a direct interest in the Chapter 9 process, particularly prior
to filing. So it is important for those parties to be able to participate
in a prefiling confidential mediation process that could assist
parties in reaching a settlement and avoiding a bankruptcy filing
or otherwise lead to a prenegotiated consensual plan of
readjustment.
(d) To the extent financial relief granted through Chapter 9
could affect public employee compensation, employees have a
direct interest in the Chapter 9 process, particularly prior to filing.
Therefore, it is important for those parties to be able to participate
in a prefiling confidential mediation process that could assist
parties in reaching a settlement or otherwise lead to a
prenegotiated agreement and avoid a Chapter 9 filing.
(e) The state has established a statewide system of public
employee collective bargaining for state and local government
employers and employees intended to protect the state’s interest
in promoting peaceful and harmonious labor relations and
preventing work stoppages. Contracts reached through collective
bargaining are essential to maintaining labor peace and the
uninterrupted delivery of vital public services, and these
agreements may be subject to review, amendment or rejection in
the event of a Chapter 9 bankruptcy proceeding. However, it is
the intent of the Legislature that the rights of workers to collectively
bargain shall be fully enforced and respected in the mediation
process.
(f) Currently, 23 states do not permit municipalities to file for
bankruptcy. Twenty-seven states permit municipalities to file for
bankruptcy, but most states impose standards and guidelines for
98
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access to bankruptcy proceedings. California is one of only 10
states that does not restrict or otherwise limit authority of its
municipalities to file for bankruptcy. At present, California offers
no opportunity for those municipalities that are insolvent to receive
state-level, prebankruptcy guidance, oversight, mediation, or
assistance. Nor does the state provide a mechanism for exchange
of current and projected financial information with public employee
representatives, debt and bondholders, and other interested parties
in a prebankruptcy setting even if these municipalities are not
currently insolvent but concerned about becoming insolvent and
unable to pay obligations as these obligations come due.
(g) State intervention in local affairs should only occur in
exceptional circumstances and not without a compelling interest
of statewide concern.
(h) Given the connection between state allocations and local
budgets, the state has a role in assisting municipalities to address
potential insolvency with the goal of averting municipality
bankruptcy filings where possible and providing a process designed
to make the debt restructuring process in or outside of a Chapter
9 bankruptcy as cost effective and efficient as possible for all
participants.
(i) It is the duty of all state and local elected officials to ensure
that governments provide essential services to the communities
they are elected to serve, and to respect collective bargaining
agreements reached with their employees.
(j) California’s taxpayers who rely on public safety, senior,
recreational, municipal health, library, and other public services
as well as those who own and operate businesses in our
communities, deserve every reasonable and appropriate effort that
state and local government can make to avoid adverse
consequences of Chapter 9 bankruptcy filings, particularly where
mediation may lead to out-of-court resolution of outstanding
obligations and disputes or to a preagreed, prenegotiated plan of
readjustment.
(k) Resolving municipal and state business and financial issues
in a timely, fair and cost-effective manner is an integral part of a
successful government and is in the public interest. It has long
been recognized that alternative dispute resolution proceedings,
like mediation, offer an economical, discreet, and expeditious way
to resolve potentially devastating situations.
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(l) Through the mediation process, the mediator, a specially
trained, neutral third party can assist the municipality and its
creditors and stakeholders to fully explore alternatives, while
allowing the interested parties to exchange information in a
confidential environment with the assistance and supervision of a
mediator to determine whether the municipality’s contractual and
financial obligations can be renegotiated on a consensual basis.
(m) The California Debt and Investment Advisory Commission
is the appropriate body to administer the mediation process in
conjunction with an appropriate alternative dispute resolution
program within the state. As a result of the commission’s current
statutory duties to collect municipal finance data, conduct research,
administer educational seminars, and provide information and
technical assistance on behalf of municipalities, and given the
commission’s membership, it is appropriate that the commission
be able to convene mediations, with the assistance of a neutral
third-party nongovernmental entity that will administer the
mediation and train the mediators, at the request of a municipality
contemplating restructuring or a Chapter 9 filing or by a
stakeholder concerned about the financial condition of the
municipality. It is the intent of the Legislature that the commission
may consult with the Judicial Arbitration and Mediation Services,
the Executive Office for U.S. Trustees, retired bankruptcy judges,
or other appropriate entities in establishing and administering the
program.
SEC. 2. Section 8860 is added to the Government Code, to
read:
8860. The commission shall adopt mediation guidelines for
mediation relating to local public entity bankruptcy conducted
pursuant to Article 5 (commencing with Section 53760) of Chapter
4 of Part 1 of Division 2 of Title 5. The commission may consult
with the Judicial Arbitration and Mediation Services, the Executive
Office for U.S. Trustees, the retired bankruptcy judges, or other
appropriate entities in adopting these guidelines.
SEC. 3. Section 53760 of the Government Code is amended to
read:
53760. (a) Except as otherwise provided by statute, a local
public entity in this state may shall not file a petition and exercise
powers pursuant to applicable federal bankruptcy law. unless the
local public entity has participated in mediation as provided in
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Section 8860 and received a good faith certification from the
mediator, and if one of the following applies:
(1) The local public entity has reached an out-of-court
agreement with all interested parties regarding a plan of
adjustment pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 53762.5.
(2) The local public entity and the interested parties were unable
to reach an out-of-court agreement and the mediator has certified
in writing that the parties have participated in mediation in good
faith, pursuant to subdivision (d) of Section 53762.5.
(3) The local public entity initiated the mediation proceeding
and interested parties did not participate in the mediation, pursuant
to subdivision (e) of Section 53762.5.
(b) A local public entity shall not file a petition and exercise
powers pursuant to subdivision (a) if either of the following occur:
(1) The mediator determines that solvency or effective debt
restructuring can be achieved through settlement with all interested
parties and that a settlement can be reached through further
mediation.
(2) The mediator determines that a local entity has failed to
participate in good faith mediation. Failure to participate in good
faith includes, but is not limited to, the failure to provide accurate
and essential financial information, the failure to attempt to reach
settlement with all interested parties to avert bankruptcy, or
evidence of manipulation to delay and obstruct a timely agreement.
(b)
(c) As used in this section, “local public entity” means any
county, city, district, public authority, public agency, or other
entity, without limitation, that is a “municipality,” as defined in
paragraph (40) of Section 101 of Title 11 of the United States Code
(bankruptcy), or that qualifies as a debtor under any other federal
bankruptcy law applicable to local public entities.
SEC. 4. Section 53760.5 is added to the Government Code, to
read:
53760.5. (a) A local public entity may initiate a mediation
when the local public entity is or likely will become unable to meet
its financial obligations when those obligations are due or become
due and owing.
(b) Mediation shall be conducted through an alternative dispute
resolution program within the state and in accordance with
mediation guidelines adopted by the commission.
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(c) The role of the mediator shall be to assist all interested
parties in reaching an equitable settlement to avert a Chapter 9
filing. The mediator shall also assist the parties in identifying the
anticipated legal costs associated with a Chapter 9 filing relative
to the local public entity’s budget shortfall. The mediator may
consult with the Judicial Arbitration and Mediation Services, the
Executive Office for U.S. Trustees, retired bankruptcy judges, or
other appropriate entities in establishing and administering the
mediation.
SEC. 5. Section 53761 is added to the Government Code, to
read:
53761. (a) A mediator shall meet all of the following
qualifications:
(1) At least 10 years of high level business or legal practice
involving bankruptcy.
(2) Experience in conflict resolution.
(3) Completion of a mandatory training program in municipal
organization, municipal debt restructuring, Chapter 9 bankruptcy,
public finance, taxation, California constitutional law, California
labor law, federal labor law, and municipal finance dispute
resolution, provided through an alternative dispute resolution
program within the state.
(b) The mediator shall be impartial, objective, independent, and
free from prejudice. The mediator shall not act with partiality or
prejudice based on any participant’s personal characteristics,
background, values or beliefs, or performance during mediation.
(c) The mediator shall avoid a conflict of interest or the
appearance of a conflict of interest during and after a mediation.
The mediator shall make a reasonable inquiry to determine whether
there are any facts that a reasonable individual would consider
likely to create a potential or actual conflict of interest. Prior to
mediation, the mediator shall not establish another relationship
with any of the parties in a manner that would raise questions
about the integrity of the mediation, except that the mediator may
conduct further mediations regarding other potential local public
entities that may involve some of the same or similar constituents
to a prior mediation.
(d) The mediator shall conduct the mediation in a manner that
promotes voluntary, uncoerced decisionmaking in which each
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party makes free and informed choices regarding the process and
outcome.
(e) The mediator shall not impose a settlement on the parties.
The mediator shall use his or her best efforts to assist the parties
to reach a satisfactory resolution of their disputes. Subject to the
discretion of the mediator, the mediator may make oral or written
recommendations for settlement or plan of readjustment to a party
privately or, if the parties agree, to all parties jointly.
(f) The mediator has a duty to instruct and inform the local
public entity and all parties of the limitations of Chapter 9 relative
to other chapters of the bankruptcy codes. This instruction shall
highlight the limited authority of United States bankruptcy judges
in Chapter 9 such as the lack of flexibility available to judges to
reduce or cram down debt repayments and similar efforts not
available to reorganize the operations of the city, that may be
available to a corporate entity.
(g) The mediator shall request from the parties documentation
and other information that the mediator believes may be helpful
in assisting the parties to address the obligations between them.
(h) In the event a complete settlement of all or some issues in
dispute is not achieved within the scheduled mediation session or
sessions, the mediator may, at the mediator’s discretion, continue
to communicate with the parties in an ongoing effort to facilitate
a complete settlement in order to avoid a Chapter 9 filing.
(i) The mediator shall provide council and guidance to all
parties and shall not be a legal representative of any party and
shall not have a fiduciary duty to any party.
(j) In the event of a settlement with all interested parties, the
mediator may assist the parties in negotiating a prepetition,
preagreed plan of readjustment in connection with a potential
Chapter 9 filing.
(k) The mediator shall maintain the confidentiality of all the
information obtained by the mediator in mediation, unless
otherwise agreed to by the parties.
SEC. 6. Section 53761.5 is added to the Government Code, to
read:
53761.5. The parties shall exchange all documents including
current financial information and projections addressing future
financial obligations affecting the local public entity or that may
hinder a resolution of the issues before the mediator. The mediator
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may request the submission or exchange of memoranda on issues,
including the underlying interests, and the history of the parties’
prior negotiations. Information that a party wishes to keep
confidential may be sent to the mediator in a separate
communication clearly marked “CONFIDENTIAL.”
SEC. 7. Section 53762 is added to the Government Code, to
read:
53762. (a) Each interested party shall provide at least one
representative of each party to attend all mediation conferences.
Each party’s representative shall have authority to settle and
resolve disputes or shall be in a position to present any proposed
settlement or plan of readjustment to the governing body or
membership for approval and implementation.
(b) The local public entity shall provide a local public entity
representative who shall represent the local public entity’s interest
in the mediation and who shall propose any settlement or plan of
readjustment to the governing body of the local public entity.
(c) An interested party may be represented by legal counsel,
but must inform all parties of the representation.
(d) The parties shall participate in the mediation in good faith.
If the mediator determines that a representative of one or more of
the parties is not participating in good faith, the mediator may
request that a substitute representative or representatives be
appointed.
(e) The parties shall maintain the confidentiality of the mediation
and shall not disclose statements made, information disclosed, or
documents prepared or produced, during the mediation process,
as specified in Sections 1119, 1120, 1121, and 1122 of the Evidence
Code, unless all parties consent in writing to the disclosure.
SEC. 8. Section 53762.5 is added to the Government Code, to
read:
53762.5. Mediation shall end if any of the following occur:
(a) The parties execute an agreement of settlement.
(b) The parties reach an agreement or proposed plan of
readjustment that requires the approval of a bankruptcy judge.
(c) The mediator certifies in writing that one or more of the
parties has not participated in good faith, that no resolution has
been reached, and that further efforts at mediation would not
contribute to a resolution of the parties’ dispute.
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(d) The mediator certifies in writing that the parties have
participated in good faith but the parties have reached an impasse
and further efforts at mediation would not contribute to a resolution
of disputes.
(e) The mediator certifies in writing that a mediation was
initiated by the local public entity but that no interested parties
participated.
SEC. 9. Section 53763 is added to the Government Code, to
read:
53763. As used in this article the following terms have the
following meanings:
(a) “Chapter 9” means Chapter 9 (commencing with Section
901) of Title 11 of the United States Code.
(b) “Claim” means either of the following:
(1) A right to payment, whether or not the right is reduced to
judgment, liquidated, unliquidated, fixed, contingent, matured,
unmatured, disputed, undisputed, legal, equitable, secured, or
unsecured.
(2) A right to an equitable remedy for breach of performance
if the breach gives rise to a right to payment, whether or not the
right to an equitable remedy is reduced to judgment, fixed,
contingent, matured, unmatured, disputed, undisputed, secured,
or unsecured.
(c) “Collective bargaining” means the process by which workers
exercise their right to negotiate with an entity’s or organization’s
management in a good-faith process to establish employee
compensation, working conditions, and other matters of mutual
interest.
(d) “Collective bargaining agreement” means a written, legally
enforceable contract for a specified period, between the
management of an entity or organization and its employees
represented by a recognized union. It sets down and defines
conditions of employment, including, but not limited to, wages,
working hours and conditions, overtime payments, holidays,
vacations, health benefits, retirement benefits, and procedures for
dispute resolution.
(e) “Commission” means the California Debt and Investment
Advisory Commission.
(f) “Creditor” means either of the following:
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(1) An entity that has a claim against a municipality that arose
at the time of or before the commencement of the mediation process
and whose claim represents at least 5 percent of the municipality’s
general fund obligations.
(2) An entity that may have a claim against the municipality
arising out of rejection of an executory contract or unexpired lease
in a Chapter 9 case and whose claim represents at least 5 percent
the municipality’s general fund obligations.
(g) “Debtor” means a local public entity that may file for
bankruptcy under Chapter 9.
(h) “Good faith” means participation by a party in the mediation
process with the intent to negotiate toward a resolution of the
issues that are the subject of the mediation, including, but not
limited to, the timely provision of complete and accurate
information to provide the relevant parties through mediation with
sufficient information, in a confidential manner, to negotiate the
readjustment of the municipality’s debt.
(i) “Indenture trustee” means a trustee under a mortgage, deed
of trust, or indenture, under which there is an outstanding security
other than a voting-trust certificate, constituting a claim against
the municipality.
(j) “Interested party” means a trustee, a committee of creditors,
a creditor, an indenture trustee, a pension fund, a bondholder, or
a union who under its collective bargaining agreements has
standing to initiate contract or debt restructuring negotiations
with the municipality.
(k) “Local public entity” means any county, city, district, public
authority, public agency, or other entity, without limitation, that
is a municipality as defined in paragraph (4) of Section 101 of
Title 11 of the United States Code (bankruptcy), or that qualifies
as a debtor under any other federal bankruptcy law applicable to
local public entities.
(l) “Local public entity representative” means the person or
persons designated by the local public agency with authority to
make recommendations and to attend the mediation on behalf of
the governing body of the municipality.
SEC. 10. The Legislature finds and declares that Sections 6
and 7 of this act, which add Sections 53761.5 and 53762.5 to the
Government Code, impose a limitation on the public’s right of
access to the meetings of public bodies or the writings of public
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officials and agencies within the meaning of Section 3 of Article
I of the California Constitution. Pursuant to that constitutional
provision, the Legislature makes the following findings to
demonstrate the interest protected by this limitation and the need
for protecting that interest:
To facilitate the process to avoid municipal bankruptcy, it is
necessary to provide for secure documents.
SECTION 1. Section 31458.2 of the Government Code is
amended to read:
31458.2. If, after December 31, 1957, and either before or after
retirement a member dies leaving a spouse and has not designated
a beneficiary, and, prior to the payment of any portion of the death
benefit, that spouse files with the board written evidence,
satisfactory to the board, that she or he is the surviving spouse and
the date of the marriage, that surviving spouse shall be deemed,
for the purposes of this chapter, to have been nominated as the
beneficiary by that member.

O
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April 28, 2011

The Honorable Bob Wieckowski
California State Assembly
State Capitol, Room 4162
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re:

AB 506 (Wieckowski) – Local government: bankruptcy: mediation
As amended 3/31/11 – OPPOSE
Set for hearing May 4, 2011 – Assembly Local Government Committee

Dear Assembly Member Wieckowski:
On behalf of the California State Association of Counties (CSAC), I write to inform
you of our opposition to your AB 506, a measure that would impose a mandatory
mediation requirement for local agencies prior to seeking bankruptcy protection in
federal court. Counties believe that the process outlined in AB 506 will result in
unintended consequences that could have a significant impact on local agencies
and the public services they provide.
As we have discussed at length, counties are primarily concerned about inability of
a local agency that is insolvent to achieve the principal benefit of federal
bankruptcy protection: the automatic stay of financial obligations and time to allow
a debtor some “breathing space” to formulate a debt readjustment plan.
While a mandated mediation process may be an effective remedy in the private
sector, we are unconvinced that it can be easily translated to a public sector
solution. Unlike typical mediation, where a mediator is brought in to help resolve
issues between parties who wish to come to resolution, AB 506 gives the mediator
tremendous powers – specifically, certifying a local agency’s solvency and that the
local agency acted in good faith during mediation – and forces all parties, even
those with no interest in a resolution, into a mediation process. AB 506
contemplates the mediator acting as a gatekeeper of sorts, essentially granting
him or her sole discretion to allow or not allow a local agency to seek the
protections the federal courts provide. Further, and perhaps of even greater
concern, AB 506 does not provide a remedy for resolving disputes regarding the
mediator’s use of that discretion.
Given the complex nature of governance and funding of public services in
California, it is difficult to contemplate a mediation process like that in AB 506 that
is a timely and effective remedy for counties in fiscal distress. From our
perspective, the primary evidence for this conclusion is the conspicuous absence
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of the State of California as a mediation participant. Counties provide several
billions of dollars’ worth of public services to California residents on the state’s
behalf; these services are mandated, in many cases, by both state and federal
law. State actions to delay or defer payments, shift costs, or cut program
resources have a direct and significant impact on counties’ ability to manage their
fiscal affairs. Further, given the mandatory nature of most of the services provided
by counties on the state’s behalf, if a county is at or near fiscal insolvency and
cannot provide such services, those responsibilities fall squarely upon the state.
While we greatly appreciate the considerable amount of time you have spent with
us discussing our concerns about AB 506 and municipal bankruptcy in general, we
must oppose the current version of AB 506, as we believe it goes far beyond the
normal scope of mediation and, as a result, has the potential to exacerbate the
fiscal challenges of a local agency and jeopardize its ability to provide public
services.
Of course, I am available to continue discussions on this matter with you and your
staff at any time. Please do not hesitate to contact me at 916/327-7500 ext. 515.
Sincerely,
As signed
Jean Kinney Hurst
Legislative Representative
cc:

The Honorable Cameron Smyth, Chair, Assembly Local Government
Committee
The Honorable Luis Alejo, Vice-Chair, Assembly Local Government
Committee
Members and Consultants, Assembly Local Government Committee
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AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MAY 5, 2011
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MARCH 23, 2011
california legislature—2011–12 regular session

ASSEMBLY BILL

No. 646

Introduced by Assembly Member Atkins
February 16, 2011

An act to amend Sections 3505 and 3505.2 of, to add Sections 3505.5,
3505.6, and 3505.7 to, and to repeal and add Section 3505.4 of, the
Government Code, relating to local public employee organizations.
legislative counsel’s digest

AB 646, as amended, Atkins. Local public employee organizations:
impasse procedures.
The Meyers-Milias-Brown Act contains various provisions that govern
collective bargaining of local represented employees, and delegates
jurisdiction to the Public Employment Relations Board to resolve
disputes and enforce the statutory duties and rights of local public
agency employers and employees. The act requires the governing body
of a public agency to meet and confer in good faith regarding wages,
hours, and other terms and conditions of employment with
representatives of recognized employee organizations. Under the act,
if the representatives of the public agency and the employee organization
fail to reach an agreement, they may mutually agree on the appointment
of a mediator and equally share the cost. If the parties reach an impasse,
the act provides that a public agency may unilaterally implement its
last, best, and final offer.
This bill would instead provide that if the parties fail to reach an
agreement, either party may request that the board appoint a mediator,
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and would require the board, if it determines that an impasse exists, to
appoint a mediator at the board’s expense. The bill would authorize
either party to request that the matter be submitted to a factfinding panel
if the mediator is unable to effect settlement of the controversy within
15 days and declares that factfinding is appropriate. authorize the
employee organization, if the mediator is unable to effect settlement of
the controversy within 15 days of his or her appointment, to request
that the matter be submitted to a factfinding panel. The bill would
require that the factfinding panel consist of one member selected by
each party as well as a chairperson selected by the board or by agreement
of the parties. The factfinding panel would be authorized to make
investigations and hold hearings, and to issue subpoenas requiring the
attendance and testimony of witnesses and the production of evidence.
The bill would require all political subdivisions of the state to comply
with the panel’s requests for information.
This bill would require, if the dispute is not settled within 30 days,
the factfinding panel to make findings of fact and recommend terms of
settlement, for advisory purposes only. The bill would require that these
findings and recommendations be first issued to the parties, but would
require the public agency to make them publicly available within 10
days after their receipt. The bill would provide for the distribution of
costs associated with the factfinding panel, as specified. The bill would
specify that these provisions shall not prevent the parties from utilizing
their own negotiated and mutually agreed-upon mediation and
factfinding procedures at their own expense.
This bill would prohibit a public agency from implementing its last,
best, and final offer until at least 10 days after the factfinders’ written
findings of fact and recommended terms of settlement have been
submitted to the parties and the agency has held a public hearing
regarding the impasse.
Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: yes.
State-mandated local program: no.
The people of the State of California do enact as follows:
1
2
3
4
5

SECTION 1. Section 3505 of the Government Code is amended
to read:
3505. The governing body of a public agency, or such boards,
commissions, administrative officers or other representatives as
may be properly designated by law or by such governing body,
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shall meet and confer in good faith regarding wages, hours, and
other terms and conditions of employment with representatives of
such recognized employee organizations, as defined in subdivision
(b) of Section 3501, and shall consider fully such presentations as
are made by the employee organization on behalf of its members
prior to arriving at a determination of policy or course of action.
“Meet and confer in good faith” means that a public agency, or
such representatives as it may designate, and representatives of
recognized employee organizations, shall have the mutual
obligation personally to meet and confer promptly upon request
by either party and continue for a reasonable period of time in
order to exchange freely information, opinions, and proposals, and
to endeavor to reach agreement on matters within the scope of
representation prior to the adoption by the public agency of its
final budget for the ensuing year.
SEC. 2. Section 3505.2 of the Government Code is amended
to read:
3505.2. (a) If after a reasonable period of time, representatives
of the public agency and the recognized employee organization
fail to reach agreement, the public agency and the recognized
employee organization or recognized employee organizations may
do one of the following:
(1) The parties may agree upon the appointment of a mediator
mutually agreeable to the parties, in which case, the costs of
mediation shall be divided one-half to the public agency and
one-half to the recognized employee organization or recognized
employee organizations.
(2) Either party may request that the Public Employment
Relations Board appoint a mediator for the purpose of assisting
them in reconciling their differences and resolving the controversy
on terms that are mutually acceptable. If the board determines that
an impasse exists, it shall appoint a mediator within five working
days after its receipt of the request. The mediator shall meet with
the parties or their representatives, either jointly or separately, as
soon as practicable, and shall take any other steps he or she deems
appropriate in order to persuade the parties to resolve their
differences and reach a mutually acceptable agreement. The
services of the mediator, including any per diem fees, and actual
and necessary travel and subsistence expenses, shall be provided
by the board without cost to the parties.
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(b) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent the
parties from utilizing their own negotiated and mutually
agreed-upon mediation procedure. If the parties agree to utilize
their own mediation procedure, the board shall not appoint its own
mediator unless failure to do so would be inconsistent with the
policies of this chapter. If the parties have negotiated and agreed
upon their own mediation procedure, the cost of the services of
any appointed mediator, including per diem fees, and actual and
necessary travel and subsistence expenses, shall be borne equally
by the parties.
SEC. 3.
SECTION 1. Section 3505.4 of the Government Code is
repealed.
SEC. 4.
SEC. 2. Section 3505.4 is added to the Government Code, to
read:
3505.4. (a) If the mediator is unable to effect settlement of the
controversy within 15 days after his or her appointment pursuant
to Section 3505.2, and the mediator declares that factfinding is
appropriate to the resolution of the impasse, either party may, by
written notification to the other party, request that their differences
appointment, the employee organization may request that the
parties’ differences be submitted to a factfinding panel. Within
five days after receipt of the written request, each party shall select
a person to serve as its member of the factfinding panel. The Public
Employment Relations Board shall, within five days after the
selection of panel members by the parties, select a chairperson of
the factfinding panel. The chairperson designated by the board
shall not, without the consent of both parties, be the same person
who served as mediator pursuant to Section 3505.2. panel.
(b) Within five days after the board selects a chairperson of the
factfinding panel, the parties may mutually agree upon a person
to serve as chairperson in lieu of the person selected by the board.
(c) The panel shall, within 10 days after its appointment, meet
with the parties or their representatives, either jointly or separately,
and may make inquiries and investigations, hold hearings, and
take any other steps it deems appropriate. For the purpose of the
hearings, investigations, and inquiries, the panel shall have the
power to issue subpoenas requiring the attendance and testimony
of witnesses and the production of evidence. Any state agency, as
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defined in Section 11000, the California State University, or any
political subdivision of the state, including any board of education,
shall furnish the panel, upon its request, with all records, papers,
and information in their possession relating to any matter under
investigation by or in issue before the panel.
(d) In arriving at their findings and recommendations, the fact
finders shall consider, weigh, and be guided by all the following
criteria:
(1) State and federal laws that are applicable to the employer.
(2) Local rules, regulations, or ordinances.
(3) Stipulations of the parties.
(4) The interests and welfare of the public and the financial
ability of the public agency.
(5) Comparison of the wages, hours, and conditions of
employment of the employees involved in the factfinding
proceeding with the wages, hours, and conditions of employment
of other employees performing similar services in comparable
public agencies.
(6) The consumer price index for goods and services, commonly
known as the cost of living.
(7) The overall compensation presently received by the
employees, including direct wage compensation, vacations,
holidays, and other excused time, insurance and pensions, medical
and hospitalization benefits, the continuity and stability of
employment, and all other benefits received.
(8) Any other facts, not confined to those specified in paragraphs
(1) to (7), inclusive, which are normally or traditionally taken into
consideration in making the findings and recommendations.
SEC. 5.
SEC. 3. Section 3505.5 is added to the Government Code, to
read:
3505.5. (a) If the dispute is not settled within 30 days after the
appointment of the factfinding panel, or, upon agreement by both
parties within a longer period, the panel shall make findings of
fact and recommend terms of settlement, which shall be advisory
only. The factfinders shall submit, in writing, any findings of fact
and recommended terms of settlement to the parties before they
are made available to the public. The public agency shall make
these findings and recommendations publicly available within 10
days after their receipt.
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(b) The costs for the services of the panel chairperson selected
by the board, including per diem fees, if any, and actual and
necessary travel and subsistence expenses, shall be borne by the
board.
(c) The costs for the services of the panel chairperson agreed
upon by the parties shall be equally divided between the parties,
and shall include per diem fees, if any, and actual and necessary
travel and subsistence expenses. The per diem fees shall not exceed
the per diem fees stated on the chairperson’s résumé on file with
the board. The chairperson’s bill showing the amount payable by
the parties shall accompany his or her final report to the parties
and the board. The chairperson may submit interim bills to the
parties in the course of the proceedings, and copies of the interim
bills shall also be sent to the board. The parties shall make payment
directly to the chairperson.
(d) Any other mutually incurred costs shall be borne equally by
the public agency and the employee organization. Any separately
incurred costs for the panel member selected by each party shall
be borne by that party.
SEC. 6. Section 3505.6 is added to the Government Code, to
read:
3505.6. Nothing in Sections 3505.4 and 3505.5 shall be
construed to prevent the parties from utilizing their own negotiated
and mutually agreed-upon factfinding procedure in lieu of the
factfinding procedure set forth in those sections. If the parties have
negotiated and agreed upon their own factfinding procedure, any
associated costs shall be borne equally by the parties.
SEC. 7.
SEC. 4. Section 3505.7 is added to the Government Code, to
read:
3505.7. After any applicable mediation and factfinding
procedures have been exhausted, but no earlier than 10 days after
the factfinders’ written findings of fact and recommended terms
of settlement have been submitted to the parties pursuant to Section
3505.5, a public agency that is not required to proceed to interest
arbitration may, after holding a public hearing regarding the
impasse, implement its last, best, and final offer, but shall not
implement a memorandum of understanding. The unilateral
implementation of a public agency’s last, best, and final offer shall
not deprive a recognized employee organization of the right each
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year to meet and confer on matters within the scope of
representation, whether or not those matters are included in the
unilateral implementation, prior to the adoption by the public
agency of its annual budget, or as otherwise required by law.
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CALIFORNIA STATE ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES
1100 K Street, Suite 101
Sacramento, CA 95814
916/327-7500

REGIONAL COUNCIL OF RURAL COUNTIES
1215 K Street, Suite 1650
Sacramento, CA 95814
916/447-4806

DATE:

April 5, 2011

TO:

The Honorable Warren Furutani
Chair, Assembly Public Employees, Retirement and Social Security
Committee
1020 N Street, Room 153
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re: AB 646 (Atkins): Local public employee organizations: impasse
procedures – OPPOSE
As set for hearing on April 13, 2011 – Assembly Public Employees,
Retirement and Social Security

The California State Association of Counties (CSAC) and the Regional Council of Rural
Counties (RCRC) regret that we must respectfully oppose AB 646, by Assembly Member
Toni Atkins, which would impose mandatory mediation and factfinding under the MeyersMilias-Brown Act (MMBA). AB 646 undermines a local agency’s authority to establish local
rules for resolving impasse and the requirement that a local agency engage in factfinding
may delay rather than speed the conclusion of contract negotiations.
With the enactment of SB 739 in 2000, a transfer of the administration of MMBA was made to
the Public Employment Relations Board (PERB). Accordingly, PERB investigates unfair labor
practices and any alleged violation of rules adopted by the public agency. SB 739 rightly
respected the authority of a local agency, along with the employee representatives, to
establish its own rules for resolving contract negotiations that reach impasse as stated in
Government Code § 3507 - “a public agency may adopt reasonable rules and regulations
after consultation in good faith with representatives of a recognized employee organization or
organizations for the administration of employee-employer relations under [MMBA].” Many, if
not most public agencies provide for impasse procedures in collective bargaining negotiations
and bargain in good faith with their respective employee organizations. By imposing
mandatory mediation and factfinding once an impasse is reached in employment
negotiations, AB 646 eliminates this authority. We are unaware of any abuses or shortcomings of the current process and question the need for making such an important change
in the process of reaching a collective bargaining agreement.
In addition to the fundamental change in the negotiating process, we have concerns about
the practicalities of AB 646. First, the measure allows PERB to appoint a third party mediator
when an impasse is reached and the parties cannot agree upon a mediator. We question why
PERB should be a designated appointer in this case. We would suggest that mediation –
whether as a condition of imposition or not – occur only when the parties agree on a mediator
and that selection should be from an established mediating firm. Local agency governing
bodies have extensive knowledge regarding the fiscal health of their communities and
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therefore best understand the fairness of pay and benefit packages for their employees.
Allowing PERB to appoint a third party mediator who may not be familiar with the local
agency’s objectives or fiscal wellbeing and possibly lacks knowledge regarding the intricacies
of local government financing could put at risk a public agency’s budget at a time when they
are struggling to provide even the most vital services to their residents.
We are further concerned whether there is sufficient funding available to allow PERB to meet
this bill’s mandate. PERB has 40 employees and over two million employees are covered by
MMBA. In 2010, MMBA generated the most unfair practice charges before PERB and it is
safe to assume that AB 646 will significantly increase PERB’s duties and costs related to
MMBA administration.
Most importantly, the provisions in AB 646 could lead to significant delays in labor
negotiations between public employers and employee organizations and result in additional
costs to public employers at a time when public agencies are struggling to address budget
shortfalls and maintain basic services for their residents. AB 646 would provide a disincentive
for employee organizations to negotiate in good faith when there exists the option of further
processes under PERB that will prolong the negotiations. Most collectively bargained
contracts are stalled due to cost-saving measures being sought by the public agency in a
downturned economy; requiring mediation and factfinding prior to imposing a last, best and
final offer would simply add costs and be unhelpful to both the employer and the employees
For these reasons, we respectfully oppose AB 646.
We are available to discuss our concerns with you or your staff at your convenience. Faith
Conley (CSAC) may be reached at 650-8117, and Paul A. Smith (RCRC) at 447-4806.
Sincerely,

Faith Conley
CSAC
Cc:

Paul A. Smith
RCRC

The Honorable Toni Atkins, Assembly Member
Members/Consultant, Assembly Public Employees, Retirement and Social
Security Committee
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AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 14, 2011
california legislature—2011–12 regular session

ASSEMBLY BILL

No. 392

Introduced by Assembly Member Alejo
February 14, 2011

An act to amend Sections 54954.2 and 54957.5 of the Government
Code, relating to public meetings.
legislative counsel’s digest

AB 392, as amended, Alejo. Ralph M. Brown Act: posting agendas.
(1) Existing law, the Ralph M. Brown Act, requires the meetings of
the legislative body of a local agency to be conducted openly and
publicly, with specified exceptions. Existing law requires that the
legislative body of a local agency post an agenda, as specified, at least
72 hours before a regular meeting of that body, and prohibits the
legislative body from acting on or discussing any item not appearing
on the agenda, except as provided.
Existing law requires that agendas of public meetings and any other
writings, when distributed to all, or a majority of all, of the members
of the legislative body of a local agency in connection with a matter
subject to discussion or consideration at an open meeting of the body,
are disclosable public records under the California Public Records Act.
Existing law establishes a procedure for the disclosure of any writings
that are distributed less than 72 hours prior to the meeting.
This bill would additionally require the legislative body of the local
agency, at least 72 hours before a regular meeting of that body, to post
the writings that relate to an agenda item for the open session of that
regular meeting. This bill would require the legislative body of a local
agency to post the agenda and the writings specified staff generated
98
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reports that relate to items on the agenda on its Internet Web site, if
any, as specified. The bill would require the legislative body of the local
agency, if it does not have an Internet Web site, to disclose on the posted
agenda a public location where the agency would make an applicable
staff generated report available for copying and inspection by a member
of the public for at least 72 hours prior to the meeting. The bill would
repeal the procedure for the disclosure of any writings that are
distributed less than 72 hours prior to the meeting and would instead
prohibit the legislative body from acting on or discussing an item on
the agenda for which a related writing staff generated report was not
properly disclosed at least 72 hours prior to the meeting, except as
provided. By expanding the duties of local agencies, this bill would
impose a state-mandated local program.
(2) The California Constitution requires the state to reimburse local
agencies and school districts for certain costs mandated by the state.
Statutory provisions establish procedures for making that reimbursement.
This bill would provide that, if the Commission on State Mandates
determines that the bill contains costs mandated by the state,
reimbursement for those costs shall be made pursuant to these statutory
provisions.
Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: yes.
State-mandated local program: yes.
The people of the State of California do enact as follows:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

SECTION 1. Section 54954.2 of the Government Code is
amended to read:
54954.2. (a) (1) (A) At least 72 hours before a regular
meeting, the legislative body of the local agency, or its designee,
shall post an agenda containing a brief general description of each
item of business to be transacted or discussed at the meeting,
including items to be discussed in closed session, and shall post
any writing, as described in subdivision (a) of Section 54957.5,
that relates to an agenda item for the open session of that regular
meeting of the legislative body of the local agency. session. A
brief general description of an item generally need not exceed 20
words. The agenda shall specify the time and location of the regular
meeting and shall be posted, along with the writings in a manner
that makes it clear to which agenda items the writings relate, on
the local agency’s posted on the local agency’s Internet Web site,
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if any, and in a location that is freely accessible to members of the
public. Each local agency shall list the address of the publicly
accessible location on the agendas for all meetings of the legislative
body of that agency. If requested, the agenda or writing an
applicable staff generated report described in subparagraph (B),
shall be made available in appropriate alternative formats to
persons with a disability, as required by Section 202 of the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. Sec. 12132),
and the federal rules and regulations adopted in implementation
thereof. The agenda shall include information regarding how, to
whom, and when a request for disability related modification or
accommodation, including auxiliary aids or services may be made
by a person with a disability who requires a modification or
accommodation in order to participate in the public meeting.
(B) In addition to the requirements of subparagraph (A), at least
72 hours before a regular meeting, the legislative body of the local
agency, or its designee, shall post on its Internet Web site, if any,
any staff generated report that is a writing, as described in
subdivision (a) of Section 54957.5, and that relates to an agenda
item for an open session of the regular meeting of a legislative
body of a local agency. The agency shall post the meeting agenda
and the applicable staff generated reports on the Internet Web
site, if any, in a manner that makes it clear to which agenda item
a staff generated report relates. If the local agency does not have
an Internet Web site, then the posted agenda shall disclose a public
location where the agency shall make any applicable staff
generated report available for copying and inspection by a member
of the public for at least 72 hours prior to the meeting.
(2) No action or discussion shall be undertaken on any item not
appearing on the posted agenda or any item for which a related
writing was not disclosed pursuant to subdivision (a) staff
generated report was not disclosed in the manner described in this
subdivision, except that members of a legislative body or its staff
may briefly respond to statements made or questions posed by
persons exercising their public testimony rights under Section
54954.3. In addition, on their own initiative or in response to
questions posed by the public, a member of a legislative body or
its staff may ask a question for clarification, make a brief
announcement, or make a brief report on his or her own activities.
Furthermore, a member of a legislative body, or the body itself,
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subject to rules or procedures of the legislative body, may provide
a reference to staff or other resources for factual information,
request staff to report back to the body at a subsequent meeting
concerning any matter, or take action to direct staff to place a
matter of business on a future agenda.
(b) Notwithstanding subdivision (a), the legislative body may
take action on items of business not appearing on the posted agenda
or items for which a related writing was not disclosed pursuant to
staff generated report was not disclosed in the manner described
in subdivision (a), under any of the conditions stated below. Prior
to discussing any item pursuant to this subdivision, the legislative
body shall publicly identify the item.
(1) Upon a determination by a majority vote of the legislative
body that an emergency situation exists, as defined in Section
54956.5.
(2) Upon a determination by a two-thirds vote of the members
of the legislative body present at the meeting, or, if less than
two-thirds of the members are present, a unanimous vote of those
members present, that there is a need to take immediate action and
that the need for action came to the attention of the local agency
subsequent to the agenda being posted as specified in subdivision
(a).
(3) The item was posted pursuant to subdivision (a) for a prior
meeting of the legislative body occurring not more than five
calendar days prior to the date action is taken on the item, and at
the prior meeting the item was continued to the meeting at which
action is being taken.
(c) This section is necessary to implement and reasonably within
the scope of paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 3 of Article
I of the California Constitution.
SEC. 2. Section 54957.5 of the Government Code is amended
to read:
54957.5. (a) Notwithstanding Section 6255 or any other
provisions of law, agendas of public meetings and any other
writings, when distributed to all, or a majority of all, of the
members of a legislative body of a local agency in connection with
a matter subject to discussion or consideration at an open meeting
of the body, are disclosable public records under the California
Public Records Act (Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 6250)
of Division 7 of Title 1), and shall be made available upon request
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without delay. However, this section shall not include any writing
exempt from public disclosure under Section 6253.5, 6254, 6254.3,
6254.7, 6254.15, 6254.16, or 6254.22.
(b) (1) If a writing that is a public record under subdivision
(a), and that relates to an agenda item for an open session of a
regular meeting of the legislative body of a local agency, is
distributed less than 72 hours prior to that meeting, the writing
shall be made available for public inspection pursuant to
paragraph (2) at the time the writing is distributed to all, or a
majority of all, of the members of the body.
(2) A local agency shall make any writing described in
paragraph (1) available for public inspection at a public office or
location that the agency shall designate for this purpose. Each
local agency shall list the address of this office or location on the
agendas for all meetings of the legislative body of that agency.
The local agency also may post the writing on the local agency’s
Internet Web site in a position and manner that makes it clear that
the writing relates to an agenda item for an upcoming meeting.
(c) Writings that are public records under subdivision (a) and
that are distributed during a public meeting shall be made
available for public inspection at the meeting if prepared by the
local agency or a member of its legislative body, or after the
meeting if prepared by some other person. These writings shall be
made available in appropriate alternative formats upon request
by a person with a disability, as required by Section 202 of the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. Sec. 12132),
and the federal rules and regulations adopted in implementation
thereof.
(d) Compliance with subdivision (b) or (c) shall not be construed
to modify or eliminate the requirement, pursuant to Section
54954.2, that no action or discussion be undertaken by the
legislative body of a local agency at a meeting on any item not
appearing on the posted agenda or for which a staff generated
report was not properly disclosed in the manner described in that
section.
(b)
(e) Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to prevent the
legislative body of a local agency from charging a fee or deposit
for a copy of a public record pursuant to Section 6253, except that
no surcharge shall be imposed on persons with disabilities in
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violation of Section 202 of the Americans with Disabilities Act of
1990 (42 U.S.C. Sec. 12132), and the federal rules and regulations
adopted in implementation thereof.
(c)
(f) This section shall not be construed to limit or delay the
public’s right to inspect or obtain a copy of any record required to
be disclosed under the requirements of the California Public
Records Act (Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 6250) of
Division 7 of Title 1). Nothing in this chapter shall be construed
to require a legislative body of a local agency to place any paid
advertisement or any other paid notice in any publication.
SEC. 3. If the Commission on State Mandates determines that
this act contains costs mandated by the state, reimbursement to
local agencies and school districts for those costs shall be made
pursuant to Part 7 (commencing with Section 17500) of Division
4 of Title 2 of the Government Code.
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URBAN
COUNTIES
CAUCUS

California State Association of Counties
1100 K Street, Suite 101
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 327-7500

Urban Counties Caucus
1100 K Street, Suite 101
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 327-7531

Regional Council of Rural Counties
801 12th Street, Suite 600
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 447-4806

May 6, 2011

The Honorable Felipe Fuentes
Chair, Assembly Appropriations Committee
State Capitol, Room 2114
Sacramento, CA 95814
RE:

AB 392 (Alejo) – Ralph M. Brown Act; Posting Agendas
As amended 4/14/2011 – OPPOSE
Set for hearing May 11, 2011 – Assembly Appropriations Committee

Dear Assembly Member Fuentes:
On behalf of the Regional Council of Rural Counties (RCRC), the California State Association of
Counties (CSAC), and the Urban Counties Caucus (UCC), we are writing to express our
respectful opposition to AB 392, by Assembly Member Luis Alejo, which requires local agencies
to post on-line staff-generated documents that are associated with a noticed agenda item.
In 2007, the Legislature enacted SB 343 (Negrete McLeod) after a thorough stakeholder
involving input from RCRC, CSAC and UCC. Under that agreement, documents that are
associated with an agenda item that is noticed to come before a local legislative body must be
made available to the public when those documents are given to a majority of the members of
the board. This requirement applies not only to staff-generated documents, but all documents
associated with an agenda item. We believe that in the three years since this requirement
became operational, the public has been well-served in having access to these documents.
While we do not dispute the policy objectives behind the measure and, indeed, expect most
counties — over time and as technology evolves — will be able to meet the standards
contemplated, we believe that AB 392 asks too much of public agencies too soon. Counties are
concerned about several specific aspects of this measure, many of which contemplate a fiscal
impact on local agencies. First and foremost is the technical capacity and work-hours
associated with complying with the requirement. All but a handful of counties currently post
their agendas on-line at the county website. Furthermore, many counties also provide access to
documents (via PDF, link or otherwise) associated with an agenda item. Those counties that
perform the service of posting documents on-line have done so not as a cost-saver but as an
effort to involve the community in the decision-making process. Many counties currently posting
documents may not have the technical capacity to host each and every staff-generated
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document that is associated with an agenda item. Keep in mind that many staff documents
require an attachment (an environmental impact report, an external audit report, etc.), which will
demand extensive electronic capabilities and significant electronic storage – resources that
simply may be out of reach to those jurisdictions. The directives in AB 392 would require new
systems or system modifications/upgrades to manage the additional capacity. One smallersized suburban county that is in the process of the type of upgrade that would be needed to
comply with AB 392 reports costs in the low hundreds of thousands of dollars; that figure does
not account for additional and ongoing staffing and maintenance costs.
Furthermore, the posting of documents on-line requires a certain amount of staff time to scan
and format documents, activities which can be time-consuming and difficult depending on the
type of attachment. For example, one county reports that it currently takes 18 hours to perform
all the tasks related to creating an agenda, reviewing staff reports and compiling agenda
packets for each weekly board meeting. New posting requirements contemplated in AB 392
may add 10 staff hours per week to that effort. We fear that many, if not most, counties will not
be able to comply with the requirements associated with AB 392. And, if they do, it will come at
great costs related to both equipment and staffing costs.
It is important to note that counties are moving in the direction of AB 392 by their own will and at
the rate their financial resources allow them. By creating a new mandate in AB 392, the state
would be responsible for costs of complying in those counties that have not yet been able to
make these investments. Regrettably, AB 392 would ask counties to redirect resources that
could be used for other vital social service and public safety programs, given the reality that
reimbursement through a state mandate process will be years in the making.
For the fiscal reasons stated above, we must respectfully oppose AB 392. Please do not
hesitate to contact us for additional information. Thank you.
Sincerely,
As signed
Elizabeth Howard Espinosa
Legislative Representative
CSAC
cc:

As signed
Jolena Voorhis
Executive Director
UCC

As signed
Paul Smith
Director, Legislative Affairs
RCRC

The Honorable Diane Harkey, Vice-Chair, Assembly Appropriations Committee
Members, Assembly Appropriations Committee
The Honorable Luis Alejo, Member, California State Assembly
Mr. Roger Dunstan, Consultant, Assembly Appropriations Committee
Mr. Allan Cooper, Assembly Republican Fiscal
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SENATE BILL

No. 223

Introduced by Senator Leno
February 9, 2011

An act to add Part 5.6 (commencing with Section 11160) to Division
2 of the Revenue and Taxation Code, relating to local government
finance.
legislative counsel’s digest

SB 223, as introduced, Leno. Voter-approved local assessment:
vehicles.
Existing law authorizes certain counties to impose a local vehicle
license fee not exceeding $10 per vehicle, as provided, for the privilege
of operating specified vehicles on public roads in the county. Existing
law requires a county imposing this fee to contract with the Department
of Motor Vehicles to collect and administer the fee, as specified.
This bill would authorize counties and the City and County of San
Francisco to impose a voter-approved local assessment for specified
vehicles if certain conditions, including approval by local voters, are
met. The bill would require the county or the city and county to contract
with the department to collect and administer the assessment, as
provided.
The Personal Income Tax Law and the Corporation Tax Law authorize
various deductions against the income that is otherwise subject to tax
under those laws, including a deduction for local taxes that were paid
or incurred by a taxpayer.
This bill would require the Franchise Tax Board to notify the
department of estimated revenue losses to the state resulting from
taxpayers deducting, for purposes of the Personal Income Tax Law and
the Corporation Tax Law, the voter-approved local assessments
authorized by this bill. This bill would require the department to transmit
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from the assessments collected an amount equal to these reported losses
for deposit in the General Fund.
Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: yes.
State-mandated local program: no.
The people of the State of California do enact as follows:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

SECTION 1. This act shall be known, and may be cited, as the
Local Assessment Act.
SEC. 2. Part 5.6 (commencing with Section 11160) is added
to Division 2 of the Revenue and Taxation Code, to read:
PART 5.6. VOTER-APPROVED LOCAL ASSESSMENT
11160. This part is applicable only to counties and to the City
and County of San Francisco.
11161. For purposes of this part:
(a) “Board of supervisors” means the board of supervisors of
the county or the city and county.
(b) “City and county” means the City and County of San
Francisco.
(c) “County” means any county of the state.
(d) “Department” means the Department of Motor Vehicles.
(e) “Market value” has the same meaning and shall be
determined in the same manner as required under Part 5
(commencing with Section 10701) of Division 2.
(f) “Person” includes an individual, a firm, a corporation, a
limited liability company, a partnership, or any other legal entity.
(g) “Resident of the county or city and county” means a person
whose address, as reflected in department registration records, is
in the county or the city and county, but does not include a person
that establishes to the satisfaction of the department that the
person’s place of residence is elsewhere.
(h) “Voter-approved local assessment” means a supplemental
charge added to the fee imposed pursuant to Section 10751.
11162. Notwithstanding Section 10758, the board of
supervisors may, by ordinance, impose a voter-approved local
assessment for general revenue purposes pursuant to this part, if
all of the following conditions are met:
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(a) The ordinance proposing the assessment complies with both
of the following:
(1) Section 11163.
(2) Article 3.7 (commencing with Section 53720) of Chapter 4
of Part 1 of Division 2 of Title 5 of the Government Code.
(b) The ordinance proposing the assessment is approved by
two-thirds of all members of the board of supervisors.
(c) The ordinance proposing the assessment is submitted to the
electorate of the county or city and county and is approved by a
majority vote of the voters voting on the ordinance.
(d) The board of supervisors transmits to the department and
the Franchise Tax Board a certified copy of the ordinance imposing
that assessment immediately after the results of the election
described in subdivision (c) are certified.
11163. An ordinance imposing a voter-approved local
assessment pursuant to this part shall contain provisions in
substance as follows:
(a) A provision that the assessment is imposed for the privilege
of a resident of the county or the city and county to operate upon
the public highways in the county or the city and county a vehicle
or trailer coach, the registrant of which is subject to tax under Part
5 (commencing with Section 10701).
(b) (1) A provision establishing the annual amount of the
assessment at a rate that equals the difference between the
following two rates:
(A) Two percent of the market value of the vehicle or trailer
coach.
(B) The rate, including any offset to that rate, set forth in Part
5 (commencing with Section 10701), for a vehicle or trailer coach.
(2) A provision that the rate established under the provision
described in paragraph (1) is subject to both of the following:
(A) That the rate may not exceed 2 percent of the market value
of the vehicle or trailer coach.
(B) That any adjustment that is required to be made to the rate
because of a change in the rate, or any offset to that rate, set forth
in Part 5 (commencing with Section 10701), shall not take effect
until the first day of the first fiscal year that follows the fiscal year
in which the change to the rate or offset set forth in that part
became operative.
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(c) A provision that the assessment will begin to be imposed as
follows:
(1) If the election in which the ordinance receives voter approval
occurs between January 1 and June 30, on the first January 1 that
follows that election.
(2) If the election in which the ordinance receives voter approval
occurs between July 1 and December 31, on the first July 1 that
follows that election.
(d) Provisions identical to those contained in Part 5
(commencing with Section 10701), insofar as they relate to vehicle
license fees and are applicable, except that the name of the county
or the city and county as the taxing agency shall be substituted for
that of the state.
(e) A provision that all amendments, subsequent to the effective
date of the voter-approved local assessment ordinance, to Part 5
(commencing with Section 10701) relating to vehicle license fees
and not inconsistent with this part, shall automatically be
incorporated into the voter-approved local assessment ordinance.
(f) A provision that requires the county or the city and county
to contract with the department, which contract shall contain
provisions in substance as follows:
(1) A requirement that the department perform all functions
incident to the administration and collection of the voter-approved
local assessment.
(2) A provision specifying the manner in which refunds to
licensees pursuant to Part 5 (commencing with Section 10701), as
incorporated in the voter-approved local assessment ordinance
pursuant to subdivisions (c) and (d), will be made and administered.
(3) A provision that requires the county or the city and county
to pay the department for the initial setup and programming costs
identified by the department.
11163.2. Any ordinance approved pursuant to Section 11163
shall be valid and enforceable even if approved, as required by
Section 11162, by the board of supervisors and by the voters prior
to the effective date of the act adding this section, but only if both
of the following apply:
(a) Any assessment imposed pursuant to the approval of the
ordinance is not levied until at least 90 days after the effective date
of the act adding this section.
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(b) The board of supervisors ratifies its adoption of the ordinance
after the effective date of the act adding this section and prior to
the first levy of the assessment imposed pursuant to the approval
of the ordinance.
11164. The department shall do all of the following:
(a) Collect the voter-approved local assessment pursuant to a
contract with the county or the city and county.
(b) Deduct its costs in administering the voter-approved local
assessment from the assessments collected under subdivision (a).
(c) From the assessments collected under subdivision (a),
transmit to the Controller for deposit in the General Fund the
amount reported under Section 11166.
(d) Transmit revenues derived from the assessments collected
under subdivision (a) to the county or the city and county as
promptly as feasible.
(e) The Department of Motor Vehicles and the Franchise Tax
Board shall develop a reporting process that enables the department
to report to the board in a timely manner the data necessary for
the board to prepare the estimate of revenue loss specified in
Section 11166.
11165. (a) This part shall not be construed to supplant any
moneys that the state apportions to the county or the city and
county, including, but not limited to, moneys apportioned to that
entity under the Vehicle License Fee Law set forth in Part 5
(commencing with Section 10701), or any successor to that law.
(b) Notwithstanding any other law, if a county or city and county
that imposes a voter-approved local assessment has a reduction in
revenue derived from that assessment because of an increase in
the rate, including any offset to that rate, set forth in Part 5
(commencing with Section 10701) for a vehicle or a trailer coach,
reimbursement by the state shall not be made to the county or city
and county for that loss in revenue.
11166. On or before January 1 of the second year that follows
a year, or portion thereof, in which an assessment is imposed
pursuant to this part, the Franchise Tax Board shall report to the
department an estimate of the total amount of the revenue loss to
the state for the prior year resulting from deductions taken under
the Personal Income Tax Law (Part 10 (commencing with Section
17001)) and the Corporation Tax Law (Part 11 (commencing with
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Section 23001)) for taxes paid or incurred as a result of a tax being
imposed pursuant to this part.
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The Honorable Christine Kehoe
Chair, Senate Appropriations Committee
State Capitol, Room 5050
Sacramento, CA 95814
Re:

SB 223 (Leno) – Voter-approved local assessment: vehicles
As Introduced 2/9/11 – SUPPORT
Set for hearing May 9, 2011 – Senate Appropriations Committee

Dear Senator Kehoe:
On behalf of the California State Association of Counties (CSAC), I write in support of SB
223, by Senator Mark Leno, which authorizes any county to place a measure before
voters to impose an assessment on vehicles owned by that county’s residents.
SB 223 would allow communities that are willing to pay more money for local services to
do so, without forcing the same of residents in other areas. CSAC supports local control;
counties believe that each community should be able to decide for itself what level of
services its government provides and the appropriate method of funding them.
Counties currently have little useful revenue authority, despite being the level of
government primarily responsible for the general health and well-being of California
residents. As the cost of providing government services continues to rise and counties’
major revenue sources – sales tax, property tax, and state funding – continue to flag,
counties seek new revenue options. Authorizing counties to put a measure before their
voters to assess vehicles owned by county residents is one appropriate option.
The 2% vehicle license fee rate, which would be the maximum aggregate rate allowed
under this bill, is the rate Californians were accustomed to paying for decades. SB 223
obeys the voters’ long-standing wishes to approve local revenue increases – as exhibited
in Propositions 13 and 218 – by requiring a majority vote for this tax. And SB 223 goes
even further by first requiring a 2/3 vote of the Board of Supervisors. These requirements
will ensure that the assessment is implemented only if the community strongly supports it.
For these reasons, CSAC supports SB 223. Please contact me if I can answer any
questions you have about our position at 916/327-7500 ext. 515. Thank you.
Sincerely,
As signed
Jean Kinney Hurst
Legislative Representative
cc:

The Honorable Mark Leno, Member, California State Senate
Members, Senate Appropriations Committee
Consultants, Senate Appropriations Committee
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AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY APRIL 25, 2011
AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MARCH 31, 2011
california legislature—2011–12 regular session

ASSEMBLY BILL

No. 296

Introduced by Assembly Member Skinner
February 9, 2011

An act to add Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 14457) to Part
5 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code, and to add Section
17929 to the Health and Safety Code, relating to building standards.
legislative counsel’s digest

AB 296, as amended, Skinner. Building standards: cool pavement.
(1) Existing law requires the Department of Transportation to adopt
a balanced, multimodal research and development program, including
the research and development of new technologies.
This bill would establish the Cool Pavements Research and
Implementation Act and would require the department, in consultation
with specified state agencies, to implement the act. The bill would
require the department to adopt a strategy, through a public process, to
implement the act and, by January 1, 2015, to adopt by regulation a
Cool Pavements Handbook to detail testing protocols, standards, and
best practices.
The bill would require the department to implement one or more cool
pavement pilot projects, with the goal of completion of the pilot projects
no later than January 1, 2018, and to submit a report to the Legislature
with an analysis of the various costs of pavement surfaces and the results
of the cool pavement pilot projects.
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The bill would direct the department, on and after January 1, 2018,
to require a state paving project, as defined, to include a cool pavement
surface that complies with the Cool Pavements Handbook for not less
than 75% of the total project pavement surface area.
(2) The California Building Standards Law requires any building
standard adopted or proposed by a state agency to be submitted to, and
approved or adopted by, the California Building Standards Commission
prior to codification.
The State Housing Law requires the Department of Housing and
Community Development to submit to the commission proposed
building standards for hotels, motels, lodging houses, apartment houses,
and dwellings.
This bill would require the department, in the next triennial adoption
process of the California Green Building Code that begins on or after
January 1, 2012, to propose building standards that authorize the use
of cool pavements in the construction of any exterior paved surface in,
or related to the construction of, a structure such as a patio, sidewalk,
or driveway, or all or a portion of a dwelling unit, hotel, motel, or
lodging house.
Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: yes.
State-mandated local program: no.
The people of the State of California do enact as follows:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

SECTION 1. The Legislature finds and declares all of the
following:
(a) The intent of this act is to create a comprehensive “cool
pavements” program to address heat island effect (HIE), a
phenomenon characterized by the temperature differential between
developed and rural areas.
(b) The cause of the HIE is land modification in urban and
suburban areas, principally with impervious hardscape materials
that retain more heat energy from the sun than do soil or vegetative
surfaces. When this trapped heat reradiates to the surroundings,
surface and air temperatures become artificially elevated.
(c) Impervious cover is also a major contributor to stormwater
runoff, leading to pollution and elevated water temperatures, which
can pose problems for some aquatic life.
(d) This act aims to mitigate the HIE from paved hardscape
surfaces, which may be done by switching to so-called cool
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pavements. The use of cool pavements reduces the localized HIE,
providing some or all of the following benefits:
(1) Reduced ambient temperatures.
(2) Reduced formation of ground-level ozone or smog.
(3) Reduced stormwater runoff.
(4) Reduced wear from diurnal thermal stress.
(5) Indirectly reduced demand for electricity, and hence reduced
emissions.
(e) Examples of cool pavements include, but are not limited to,
high albedo pavements and coatings, vegetative surfaces, porous
or pervious pavements that allow water infiltration, and shaded
pavements.
(f) The program established by this act should complement the
nonresidential voluntary provision in the California Green Building
Standards Code on HIE-reducing pavements (Section A5.106.11.1
of Appendix 5 of Part 11 (commencing with Section 101.1) of
Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations), while expanding
the allowable ways to meet the goals of that provision.
(g) This act provides for the development of a Cool Pavements
Handbook by the Department of Transportation (Caltrans), in
consultation with other relevant state agencies and departments,
to establish metrics, tests, benchmarks, and best practices for
alternatives that mitigate the HIE of all traditional hardscape
surfaces.
SEC. 2. Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 14457) is added
to Part 5 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code, to read:
Chapter 5. Cool Pavements Research and
Implementation Act
14457. For purposes of this chapter, the following definitions
shall apply:
(a) “Cool pavement project” means a project that uses a qualified
cool pavement for the purposes of mitigating the heat island effect,
and that meets the performance and use standards for
HIE-mitigation specified in the Cool Pavements Handbook adopted
pursuant to Section 14460.
(b) “Heat island effect” or “HIE” means the temperature
differential between developed and rural areas caused by
impervious hardscape materials.
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(c) “Rural area” means a nonurban area identified by the
department based on the loan eligibility criteria of the Rural
Housing Service of the United States Department of Agriculture,
Rural Development Administration, or its successor agency. Those
criteria include, but are not limited to, places, open country, cities,
towns, or census designated places with populations that are less
than 10,000 persons.
(d) “State paving project” means a project carried out by a state
agency or department, or funded by state funds, to construct a
sidewalk, road, plaza, highway, parking lot, schoolyard, or any
surface designed for vehicular or pedestrian use.
14458. (a) The department shall implement this chapter in
consultation with the Department of General Services, the State
California Building Standards Commission, the State Water
Resources Control Board, the State Energy Resources Conservation
and Development Commission, the State Air Resources Board,
the State Water Quality Control Board, and any other relevant state
department or agencies agency.
(b) The department may enter into an agreement with the United
States Department of Transportation to coordinate implementation
of Sections 14460 and 14461, including exploring the goals and
various costs of paving materials and techniques.
(c) This chapter shall be known, and may be cited, as the Cool
Pavements Research and Implementation Act.
14459. The department shall adopt a strategy, through a public
process, to implement this chapter. This strategy shall identify the
HIE-mitigating options for traditionally hardscape surfaces,
including, but not limited to, sidewalks, roads, plazas, highways,
parking lots, schoolyards, and any surface designed for vehicular
or pedestrian use.
14460. (a) On or before January 1, 2015, the department shall
adopt, by regulation, a Cool Pavements Handbook, that details the
testing protocols, standards, and best practices for cool pavement
projects. The department shall consult and incorporate existing
specifications, testing protocols, and best management practices
in developing this handbook, when possible. The department shall
assemble a team of stakeholders for determining specific tests and
benchmarks to be used as qualifying metrics for cool pavement
materials and surfaces.
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(b) The Cool Pavements Handbook shall require a cool
pavement project to do one or more of the following to mitigate
the HIE:
(1) Reduce pavement from diurnal thermal stress.
(2) Increase the albedo of the pavement to 0.5 or higher.
(3) Reduce surface or air temperatures relative to traditional
asphalt concrete.
(4) Remove greenhouse gases through photocatalytic processes.
(5) Abate stormwater runoff via increased water infiltration to
the underlying surface, including, but not limited to, using porous,
open grid, and vegetative surfaces.
(c) The department may include, in the Cool Pavements
Handbook, any other material or technique found by the
departments to mitigate the HIE.
(d) The Cool Pavements Handbook shall be referenced in the
relevant sections of the department’s Construction Manual and be
made available to the public.
14461. (a) The department shall implement one or more cool
pavement pilot projects, with the goal of completion of the pilot
projects no later than January 1, 2018.
(b) On or before January 1, 2018, the department shall submit
a report, in compliance with Section 9795, to the Legislature with
an analysis of the various costs of pavement surfaces and the results
of the cool pavement pilot projects. The report shall focus on the
life cycle and durability of various pavement options.
(c) The requirement for submitting a report imposed under
subdivision (b) is inoperative on January 1, 2022, pursuant to
Section 10231.5 of the Government Code.
14462. (a) On and after January 1, 2018, the department shall
require that a state paving project, including, but not limited to,
newly paved surfaces and repaved surfaces, to include a cool
pavement surface that complies with the Cool Pavements
Handbook adopted pursuant to Section 14460 for not less than 75
percent of the total project pavement surface area.
(b) The 75-percent requirement of subdivision (a) may be met
using any combination of different qualifying cool pavement
methods that meet the requirements of the Cool Pavements
Handbook.
(c) This section does not apply to any of the following:
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(1) A state paving project in an area that is substantially shaded
by trees, manmade structures, or tall buildings.
(2) A state paving project in a rural area.
SEC. 3. Section 17929 is added to the Health and Safety Code,
to read:
17929. (a) For the purposes of this section, a “cool pavement”
means an engineered pavement that meets the qualifications and
use standards set out in the Cool Pavements Handbook, adopted
pursuant to Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 14457) of Part
5 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code.
(b) In the next triennial adoption process of the California
Building Code (Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations)
that begins on or after January 1, 2012, the department shall
propose building standards that authorize the use of cool pavements
in the construction of any exterior paved surface in, or related to
the construction of, a structure such as a patio, sidewalk, or
driveway, or all or a portion of a dwelling unit, hotel, motel, or
lodging house.
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Fact Sheet
AB 296 – Skinner
Cool Pavements
PROBLEM

EXISTING LAW

The heat island effect (HIE) is a phenomenon characterized by increased surface
and air temperatures in developed areas,
relative to their surroundings. Impervious
pavements, which generally represent the
largest percentage of a community’s land
cover, absorb and store heat energy from the
sun. These surfaces can reach peak
summertime temperatures over 200°F. The
combination of excessive heat and sunlight
exacerbates health problems via the
production of ozone (smog). Increased
temperatures also result in higher emissions
and energy consumption due to demand for
artificial cooling. Impervious pavements
also contribute to polluted storm-water
runoff and generally require more frequent
maintenance.

The Building Standards Commission (BSC)
recently adopted green building standards,
which includes a voluntary cool pavements
provision for non-residential areas.

Alternatives to traditional hardscape
surfaces, such as “cool pavements,” are
materials or techniques that minimize the
impacts of impervious pavements. For
example, shaded or reflective surfaces can
reduce the HIE, allowing urban and
suburban areas to cool. Such cool pavements
can last 10 to 100 times longer than
traditional pavements by reducing diurnal
thermal stress thus reducing maintenance
costs. Cool pavements also improve
pedestrian comfort and public health by
reducing emissions and smog. Cool
pavements, like “cool roofs,” can reduce
emissions and energy demand. Other
alternatives, like pervious pavements, may
also be used to reduce water pollution.

THIS BILL
This bill requires Caltrans to coordinate
efforts with local and state agencies to
produce a cool pavements handbook. The
handbook
will
contain
construction
standards, best practices, and specifications
for cool pavements and other hardscape
alternatives.
The bill emphasizes the adoption of existing
federal, local, or industry standards, where
available, and essentially serves to collect
the available knowledge for reducing the
impacts of impervious hardscape surfaces.
AB 296 will launch cool pavement pilot and
demonstration projects, allowing Caltrans to
partner with federal agencies to coordinate
the projects and collect valuable information
about the environmental benefits, energy
savings, life cycle, and durability of various
pavement options.
AB 296 begins to address the fundamental
question of how California’s public infrastructure, public health, and environmental
goals can be coordinated to protect our
citizens.

Assemblymember Nancy Skinner, AB 296: Cool Pavement
Contact: Michael Bedard (916) 319-2014
11-May-11
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Fact Sheet
AB 296 – Skinner
Cool Pavements
SUPPORT















Art Rosenfeld - Former Energy
Commissioner and Distinguished
Scientist
American Lung Association of CA
Breathe California
CA Building Officials
CA Coastkeeper Allilance
California Nevada Cement Association
Emerald City Cool Pavements
Natural Resources Defense Council
Sacramento Municipal Utility District
(SMUD)
Sacramento Tree Foundation
Sierra Club California
Soil Stabilization Company
Union of Concerned Scientists
Individual residents of Sunnyvale,
Merced, Santa Barbara, Monterrey, &
Snelling

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING
“(Cool pavements) are an important area of
concern and we appreciate Assemblywoman
Skinner’s efforts as this particular (issue)
really needs a champion.” – Soil
Stabilization Company
“This is an important step to save energy
and reduce harmful health and
environmental effects of traditional paving
surfaces. Thank you.” – Sunnyvale resident
“200 square feet of cool pavement offsets
one tonne of CO2 (emissions).” – Art
Rosenfeld
“As asphalt pavements across CA need
resurfacing, a switch to a cool color will
offset the annual emission of about 225
million tonnes of CO2 over 15 years,
equivalent to … the (annual) emission of 3
million cars.” – Art Rosenfeld
“Addressing the heat island effect through
research and best practices … has great
potential to reduce health impacts of high
temperature days.” – Breathe California

Assemblymember Nancy Skinner, AB 296: Cool Pavement
Contact: Michael Bedard (916) 319-2014
11-May-11
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Contra Costa County
Legislation Tracking Report
CA AB 129

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Beall [D]
Local Government: Fines and Penalties: Assessments
no
no
01/11/2011
Pending
SENATE

SUMMARY:

Authorizes a city, county, or city and county to, after notice and public hearing,
specially assess any fines or penalties not paid after demand by the city,
county, or city and county against real property owned by the person owing
those fines and penalties where the fines or penalties are related to ordinance
violations on the real property upon which the fines or penalties would be
specially assessed, and the ordinance violations constitute a public nuisance or
threat to public health and safety.
STATUS:

CA AB 147

04/14/2011

In ASSEMBLY. Read third time.
*****To SENATE. (46-17)

AUTHOR:

Dickinson [D]
Subdivisions
no
no
01/14/2011
05/02/2011
Pending
SENATE

TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Passed ASSEMBLY.

Amends the Subdivision Map Act which authorizes a local agency to require the
payment of a fee as a condition of approval of a final map or as a condition of
issuing a building permit for purposes of defraying the actual or estimated cost
of constructing bridges or major thoroughfares. Authorizes a local ordinance to
require payment of a fee subject to the Mitigation Fee Act, as a condition of
approval of a final map or permit for purposes of defraying the actual
transportation facilities cost.
STATUS:

05/05/2011
NOTES:

CA AB 153

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

In ASSEMBLY. Read third time.
*****To SENATE. (49-23)
Our legislative initiative

Passed ASSEMBLY.

Skinner [D]
Board of Equalization: Administration Retailer
yes
no
01/18/2011
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

Amends the Sale and Use Tax Law. Includes in the definition of a retailer
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engaged in business in the state any retailer entering into agreements under
which a person in the state, for a commission or other consideration, refers
potential purchasers, whether by an Internet-based link or an Internet Web site,
to the retailer, provided the total cumulative sales price from all sales by the
retailer to purchasers in the state that are referred is in excess of a specified
amount.
STATUS:

CA AB 296

04/13/2011

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To
Suspense File.

AUTHOR:

Skinner [D]
Building Standards: Cool Pavement
yes
no
02/09/2011
04/25/2011
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Establishes the Cool Pavements Research and Implementation Act. Requires the
Department of Transportation to implement one or more cool pavement pilot
projects and to submit a report to the Legislature with an analysis of the various
costs of pavement surfaces and the results of the projects. Requires the
Department of Housing and Community Development to propose building
standards that authorize the use of cool pavements.
STATUS:

05/02/2011
NOTES:

CA AB 329

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

From ASSEMBLY Committee on NATURAL RESOURCES:
pass to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS. (6-3)
Going to Leg Com for support 5-16

Do

Dickinson [D]
County Employees' Retirement
no
yes
02/10/2011
03/16/2011
Pending
57
Senate Second Reading File

Authorizes the board of supervisors of the County of Sacramento, by resolution,
if authorized by a mutually agreed upon and negotiated memorandum of
understanding with a bargaining unit that represents safety members, to
require safety employees of that bargaining unit and unrepresented safety
employees to receive a specified pension calculation that is based upon the
average annual compensation earnable during a specified 3-year period.
STATUS:

CA AB 340

05/09/2011

From SENATE Committee on PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT AND
RETIREMENT: Do pass. (5-0)

AUTHOR:

Furutani [D]
County Employees' Retirement

TITLE:
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FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

no
no
02/10/2011
04/25/2011
Pending
84
Assembly Third Reading File

Relates to county employee retirement. Prohibits certain payments, including
bonuses, severance pay, compensation determined to have been paid for the
purpose of enhancing a member's retirement benefit, and payments for unused
leave time from being included in compensation earnable. Excepts certain
compensation pursuant to a collective bargaining agreement. Provides that a
county may be assessed to cover the costs of an audit. Prohibits reemployment
of retired persons without reinstatement into the system.
STATUS:

05/05/2011
NOTES:

CA AB 348

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In ASSEMBLY. Read second time. To third reading.
County retirement system reform bill
Buchanan [D]
Highways: Safety Enhancement-Double Fine Zone
no
no
02/10/2011
04/27/2011
Pending
SENATE

SUMMARY:

Provides for the designation of a specified segment of county highway known as
Vasco Road in Alameda County and Contra Costa County as a Safety
Enhancement-Double Fine Zone upon the approval of the boards of supervisors
of those counties. Imposes specified duties on local governing bodies regarding
that double fine zone, including a report on the effectiveness of the zone.
STATUS:

05/05/2011
NOTES:

CA AB 392

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

In ASSEMBLY. Read third time.
*****To SENATE. (71-0)
Our bill for Vasco DFZ

Passed ASSEMBLY.

Alejo [D]
Ralph M. Brown Act: Posting Agendas
yes
no
02/14/2011
04/14/2011
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee
05/11/2011 9:00 am

SUMMARY:

Requires the legislative body of a local agency, at least 72 hours before a
regular meeting of that body, to post the agenda and staff generated reports
that relate to an agenda item for the open session of that regular meeting.
Requires the legislative body to post the agenda and the writings on its internet
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web site or in a public location if the body has not web site.
STATUS:

04/27/2011
NOTES:

CA AB 400

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:
SUMMARY:

From ASSEMBLY Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT:
pass to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS. (6-1)
Sent to County Counsel. Watch. To Leg Com 5/16.

Do

Ma [D]
Employment: Paid Sick Days
yes
no
02/14/2011
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee
05/11/2011 9:00 am

Provides that an employee who works in California for 7 or more days in a
calendar year is entitled to paid sick days. Prohibits an employer from
discriminating against an employee who requests paid sick days. Requires
employers to satisfy posting and notice and recordkeeping requirements.
Authorizes the Labor Commissioner to impose administrative fines. Exempts
employees covered by a collective bargaining agreement that provides for paid
sick days.
STATUS:

04/26/2011
NOTES:

CA AB 455

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:

From ASSEMBLY Committee on JUDICIARY: Do pass to
Committee on APPROPRIATIONS. (6-3)
HR reviewing, very concerned. CSAC opposes. BOS
opposed 5/3/11
Campos [D]
Public Employment: Local Public Employee Organizations
no
no
02/15/2011
03/31/2011
Pending
58
Senate Second Reading File

SUMMARY:

Provides that when a local public agency has established a personnel
commission or merit commission to administer personnel rules or a merit
system, the governing board of the public agency would appoint members of
the commission. Specifies that the recognized employee organization would
nominate members for appointment.
STATUS:

05/09/2011
NOTES:

CA AB 502

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:

Legislation Committee Tracking Report

From SENATE Committee on PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT AND
RETIREMENT: Do pass. (3-2)
BOS Opposed 5/3/11.
Bonilla [D]
Land Use: General Plan: Housing Element
no
no
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INTRODUCED:

02/15/2011
04/04/2011
Pending
Assembly Local Government Committee

LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Authorizes Contra Costa County and the City of Concord to establish the
Concord Naval Weapons Station Reuse Authority to plan for, finance, and
manage the transition of the property formerly known as the Concord Naval
Weapons Station from military to civilian use.
STATUS:

04/04/2011

From ASSEMBLY Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT with
author's amendments.
In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended.
Re-referred to Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.

04/04/2011

NOTES:

CA AB 506

BOS Supported 5/3

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Wieckowski [D]
Local Government: Bankruptcy: Mediation
yes
no
02/15/2011
03/31/2011
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

Amends existing law authorizing a taxing agency or instrumentality of the state
to file a petition and prosecute to completion bankruptcy proceedings permitted
under the laws of the United States. Provides that a local public entity shall not
file under federal bankruptcy law unless the entity has participated in mediation
with interested parties and certain other conditions are met. Requires the Debt
and Investment Advisory Commission to adopt mediation guidelines.
STATUS:

05/04/2011
NOTES:

CA AB 646

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

From ASSEMBLY Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT:
pass to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS. (5-3)
Oppose. To Leg Com on 5/16.

Do

Atkins [D]
Local Public Employee Organizations: Impasse Procedures
yes
no
02/16/2011
05/05/2011
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

Amends provisions that govern collective bargaining of local represented
employees and delegate jurisdiction to the Public Employment Relations Board
to resolve disputes and enforce the duties and rights of local public agency
employers and employees. Authorizes the employee organization to request the
matter be submitted to a factfinding panel if the mediator is unable to effect a
settlement within a specified time period. Provides procedures for the

Legislation Committee Tracking Report
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submission of an agency's last, best,and final offer.
STATUS:

05/05/2011
NOTES:

CA AB 674

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended.
Re-referred to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
CSAC opposed. To Leg Com 5/16.
Bonilla [D]
Vehicles: Registration Fees
yes
no
02/17/2011
04/06/2011
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

Extends the authorization for programs, funded from the fees charged for the
registration of commercial motor vehicles, that enhance the capacity of local law
enforcement to provide fingerprint identification of individuals who may be
involved in driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs, vehicular
manslaughter, other vehicle-related crimes, and other crimes committed while
operating a motor vehicle.
STATUS:

05/04/2011
NOTES:

CA AB 710

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To
Suspense File.
AM Bonilla requested support. Sheriff recommends.
supported 4/5/11

BOS

Skinner [D]
Local Planning
yes
no
02/17/2011
04/25/2011
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

Prohibits a city or country from requiring a minimum parking standard greater
than one parking space per 1,000 square feet of nonresidential improvements
and one parking space per unit of residential improvements for any new
development project in transit sensitive areas. Modifies the description of
sustainable communities to additionally include communities that incentivize
infill development.
STATUS:

05/04/2011
NOTES:

CA AB 720

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

Legislation Committee Tracking Report

From ASSEMBLY Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT:
pass to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS. (8-0)
BOS "Oppose Unless Amended' on 4/5/11
Hall [D]
Public Contracts: Construction Cost Accounting
no
no
02/17/2011
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LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:
SUMMARY:

05/09/2011
Pending
Assembly Local Government Committee
05/11/2011 1:30 pm

Revises a provision in existing law that specifies that a board of supervisors or a
county road commissioner is not prohibited from using alternative procedures
governing county highway contracts to limit their use in maintenance and
emergency work. Amends existing law which authorizes public projects with a
specified monetary threshold to be performed by the employees of the public
agency by force account, negotiated contract, or purchase order. Increases the
threshold. Relates to bidding thresholds.
STATUS:

05/09/2011
05/09/2011
NOTES:

CA AB 792

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

From ASSEMBLY Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT with
author's amendments.
In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended.
Re-referred to Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
PW recommends Oppose. To BOS on 4/12. Sent letter
4/15.
Bonilla [D]
Health Care Coverage: Health Benefit Exchange
yes
no
02/17/2011
05/10/2011
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

SUMMARY:

Requires the disclosure of information on health care coverage through the
Health Benefit Exchange by health care service plans, health insurers,
employers, the Employment Development Department, upon an initial claim for
disability benefits upon the filing of a petition for dissolution of marriage, nullity
of marriage, legal separation, or adoption. Requires health care service plans
and insurers to, upon the failure of an enrollee or insured to renew their
coverage, provide information to the Exchange.
STATUS:

05/10/2011
NOTES:

CA AB 861

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended.
Re-referred to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
AM Bonilla requested support. HSD supports. BOS
supported on 4/5/11.
Hill [D]
California Stroke Registry
yes
no
02/17/2011
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

SUMMARY:

Establishes the California Stroke Registry, to be administered by the State
Department of Health to serve as a centralized repository for stroke data to

Legislation Committee Tracking Report
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promote quality improvement for acute stroke treatment. Requires that the
program be implemented only to the extent funds from federal or private
sources are made available for this purpose.
STATUS:

04/06/2011
NOTES:

CA AB 913

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

In ASSEMBLY Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To
Suspense File.
EMS recommends support. BOS supported 5/3/11
Feuer [D]
Hazardous Waste: Source Reduction
yes
no
02/17/2011
03/31/2011
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee
05/11/2011 9:00 am

SUMMARY:

Requires the Department of Toxic Substances Control to develop, as part of its
hazardous waste source reduction program, a Green Business Program that
provides for voluntary certification for businesses that adopt environmentally
preferable business practices, including increased energy efficiency, reduced
greenhouse gas emissions, promotion of water conservation, and reduced waste
generation.
STATUS:

CA AB 931

04/26/2011

From ASSEMBLY Committee on ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY
AND TOXIC MATERIALS: Do pass to Committee on
APPROPRIATIONS. (8-1)

AUTHOR:

Dickinson [D]
Environment: CEQA Exemption
yes
no
02/18/2011
04/15/2011
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee
05/11/2011 9:00 am

TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:
SUMMARY:

Amends existing law, the California Environmental Quality Act, that exempts
infill housing projects meeting a community level environmental review that was
adopted or certified within a certain number of years. Provides an updated
definition of residential projects for an exemption under the act.
STATUS:

04/27/2011
NOTES:

CA AB 1053

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:

Legislation Committee Tracking Report

From ASSEMBLY Committee on HOUSING AND COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT: Do pass to Committee on
APPROPRIATIONS. (7-0)
Our CEQA exemption bill
Gordon [D]
Local Government: Penalties and Fees
yes
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URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

no
02/18/2011
04/26/2011
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

Raises criminal laboratory analysis fee for each separate controlled substance
offense. Provides an increase in fees for fetal death or death record and a
certified copy of a birth certificate. Adds specified reckless driving convictions to
convictions eligible for the additional penalty. Raise the registration fee for a
petition filed to make a minor a ward of the court when the minor is
represented by appointed counsel.
STATUS:

05/04/2011
NOTES:

CA AB 1178

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

From ASSEMBLY Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT:
pass to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS. (8-0)
BOS supported on 5/3/11.

Do

Ma [D]
Solid Waste: Place of Origin
yes
no
02/18/2011
05/10/2011
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

Authorizes a local agency to assess special fees on the importation of waste
from outside the county to public or private solid waste facilities. Prohibits a
city, county, or local agency from otherwise restricting or limiting in any way
the importation of solid waste into that city or county based on place of origin
because ensuring adequate and appropriate capacity for disposal of solid waste
is a matter of state and regional concern. Relates to a city and county exporting
solid waste.
STATUS:

CA AB 1220

05/10/2011

In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended.
Re-referred to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.

AUTHOR:

Alejo [D]
Land Use and Planning: Cause of Actions: Time Limits
no
no
02/18/2011
04/25/2011
Pending
94
Assembly Third Reading File

TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Relates to actions or proceedings against local zoning and planning decisions of
a legislative body to encourage or facilitate the development of affordable
housing. Authorizes a certain notice to be filed any time within a specified
number of years after a specified action pursuant to existing law. Provides that
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in any action brought against a city, county, or city and county to challenge the
adequacy of a housing element if a court makes certain findings.
STATUS:

05/09/2011

In ASSEMBLY. Read second time. To third reading.
Sent to DCD for review and comment; local govts opposing

AUTHOR:

Bonilla [D]
Health Care Eligibility, Enrollment, And Retention Act
yes
no
02/18/2011
05/10/2011
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee

NOTES:

CA AB 1296

TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Enacts the Health Care Eligibility, Enrollment, and Retention Act. Requires the
Health and Human Services Agency to establish standardized single application
forms and related renewal procedures for Medi-Cal, the Healthy Families
Program, the Exchange, and county programs. Specifies the duties of the
agency and the State Department of Health Care Services under the act.
STATUS:

05/10/2011
NOTES:

CA AB 1323

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

In ASSEMBLY. Read second time and amended.
Re-referred to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
AM Bonilla requested our support. HSD supports.
supported on 4/5/11.

BOS

Gatto [D]
Vehicles: Vehicle Theft Crimes: Investigative Costs
no
no
02/18/2011
04/26/2011
Pending
SENATE

Requires, in specified counties, in any case involving grand theft of an
automobile which is prosecuted by a local entity and in which all expenditures
incurred in connection with the sale of the property are incurred by a local
entity, that, in lieu of the distribution to the local government general fund, the
proceeds shall be deposited with the Controller to fund programs that enhance
the capacity of local police and prosecutors to deter, investigate, and prosecute
vehicle theft crimes.
STATUS:

05/09/2011
NOTES:

CA AB 1387

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

Legislation Committee Tracking Report

In ASSEMBLY. Read third time. Passed ASSEMBLY.
*****To SENATE. (71-0)
Staff is reviewing; providing comments to UCC
Solorio [D]
Rebuilding Communities and Rebuilding Lives Act
yes
no
02/18/2011
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LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:
SUMMARY:

04/25/2011
Pending
Assembly Appropriations Committee
05/11/2011 9:00 am

Requires the Emergency Management Agency, subject to an appropriation of
funds, to establish a Youthful Offender Reentry competitive grant program
specifically targeting offenders who will be between 16 and 23 years of age
upon their release from a local county juvenile facility, the Department of
Corrections and Rehabilitation's Division of Juvenile Facilities, probation, or
parole to assist in community reintegration upon release.
STATUS:

05/03/2011
NOTES:

CA SB 33

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

From ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY:
to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS. (7-0)
Staff is reviewing

Do pass

Simitian [D]
Elder and Dependent Adult Abuse
no
no
12/06/2010
Pending
ASSEMBLY

Makes a technical change to existing law providing that a county adult
protective services office and a long-term care ombudsman, when investigating
the financial abuse of an elder or dependent adult, is not prohibited from
requesting financial information from a financial institution. Amends the Elder
Abuse and Dependent Adult Civil Protection Act. Provides for mandated
reporters of suspected financial abuse.
STATUS:

05/05/2011
NOTES:

CA SB 106

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

In SENATE. Read third time. Passed SENATE. *****To
ASSEMBLY. (39-0)
EHSD supports. Consistent with Platform. Sent support
letter 3/21
Blakeslee [R]
Special Elections
yes
yes
01/13/2011
04/25/2011
Pending
Senate Appropriations Committee

Provides that expenses authorized and necessarily incurred on or after January
1, 2009, and before April 19, 2011, for elections proclaimed by the Governor to
fill a vacancy in the office of Senator or Member of the Assembly, or to fill a
vacancy of Congressional members, shall be paid by the state.
STATUS:

05/02/2011

Legislation Committee Tracking Report

In SENATE Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To Suspense
File.
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CA SB 132

NOTES:

Sending support letter 3-3-11

AUTHOR:

Lowenthal A [D]
School Facilities: State Planning Priorities
yes
no
01/27/2011
04/27/2011
Pending
37
Senate Second Reading File

TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Requires the Allocation Board to review the guidelines, rules, regulations,
procedures, and policies for the acquisition of schoolsites and school facilities
construction pursuant to the Greene Act to ensure they reflect the state
planning priorities and to revise those guidelines, regulations procedures, and
policies are necessary. Relates to site selection standards and design and
construction standards. Relates to the criteria and priorities used for funded
infrastructure for public schools.
STATUS:

05/04/2011
NOTES:

CA SB 141

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

From SENATE Committee on EDUCATION: Do pass as
amended to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS. (8-2)
DCD reviewing and sending to TWIC
Price [D]
Elections: Payment of Expenses
yes
no
01/31/2011
03/17/2011
Pending
Senate Appropriations Committee

Provides that expenses authorized and necessarily incurred for elections
proclaimed by the Governor to fill a vacancy in the office of State Senator or
Assembly Member, or to fill a vacancy in the office of United States Senator or
Representative in the Congress, are to be paid by the state. Provides that the
state shall pay only those additional expenses directly related to the election
proclaimed by the Governor when combined with a local election.
STATUS:

04/11/2011
NOTES:

CA SB 223

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Legislation Committee Tracking Report

In SENATE Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To Suspense
File.
Steve Weir recommends we support. Sending support
letter 3/21
Leno [D]
Voter-Approved Local Assessment: Vehicles
yes
no
02/09/2011
Pending
Senate Appropriations Committee
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SUMMARY:

Authorizes counties and the City and County of San Francisco to impose a
voter-approved local assessment for specified vehicles if certain conditions are
met. Requires the county or the city and county to contract with the DMV to
collect and administer the assessment. Requires the Franchise Tax Board to
notify the department of estimated revenue losses resulting from taxpayers
deducting the assessment under the Personal Income and Corporation Tax laws.
Requires replacement of losses to the General Fund.
STATUS:

05/09/2011
NOTES:

CA SB 262

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

In SENATE Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To Suspense
File.
Watch. To Leg Com 5/16.
De Leon [D]
Individual Retirement Accounts
no
no
02/10/2011
Pending
Senate Rules Committee

Makes findings and declarations of the Legislature that conclude that the state
should create an additional retirement savings program for its workers to
supplement existing savings options.
STATUS:

CA SB 304

02/24/2011

To SENATE Committee on RULES.

AUTHOR:

Kehoe [D]
Elections: All-Mailed Ballot Elections: San Diego
no
no
02/14/2011
Pending
Senate Elections and Constitutional Amendments Committee

TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Authorize elections in San Diego County to be conducted wholly by mail until
January 1, 2016, if specified conditions are satisfied. Provides that San Diego
County conducts an all-mailed ballot election. Provides that the county would be
required to report to the Legislature and to the Secretary of State regarding the
success of the election.
STATUS:

02/24/2011
NOTES:

CA SB 373

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Legislation Committee Tracking Report

To SENATE Committee on ELECTIONS AND
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS.
Steve Weir recommends support
DeSaulnier [D]
Retirement: Contra Costa County
no
no
02/15/2011
Pending
Assembly Public Employees, Retirement and Social Security
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SUMMARY:

Committee

Extends the termination of an existing law that authorizes the Contra Costa
County Board of Supervisors to establish different retirement benefits for
different bargaining units of safety employees represented by the Contra Costa
County Deputy Sheriffs' Association.
STATUS:

05/02/2011
NOTES:

CA SB 394

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

To ASSEMBLY Committee on PUBLIC EMPLOYEES,
RETIREMENT AND SOCIAL SECURITY.
Our sponsored bill
DeSaulnier [D]
Healthy Schools Act of 2011
yes
no
02/16/2011
05/09/2011
Pending
Senate Appropriations Committee

SUMMARY:

Enacts the Healthy Schools Act of 2011. Requires all schoolsites to send at least
one person to Department of Pesticide Regulation training.
STATUS:

05/09/2011
NOTES:

CA SB 429

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred
to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
Leg Com supports. To BOS 5/3/11
DeSaulnier [D]
Programs: After School Education and Safety: Grants
yes
no
02/16/2011
04/26/2011
Pending
Senate Appropriations Committee

Provides that every school that establishes a before school program component
pursuant to the the After School Education and Safety Program, or establishes a
program with a before school program component pursuant to the program, is
eligible to receive a supplemental grant to operate the program in excess of 180
school days or during any combination of summer, intersession, or vacation
periods for a maximum of a specified percent of the grant amount awarded.
STATUS:

05/09/2011
NOTES:

CA SB 520

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:

Legislation Committee Tracking Report

In SENATE Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To Suspense
File.
Leg Com recommends support. To BOS 5/3/11
Walters [R]
Public Employees' Retirement: Hybrid Plan
yes
no
02/17/2011
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LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

03/21/2011
Pending
Senate Public Employment and Retirement Committee

Requires the Public Employees' Retirement System Board of Administration to
create a hybrid retirement plan for employees who become members after a
specified date, that offers a defined contribution and defined benefit plan for
service and a defined benefit plan for retirement for disability or death. Prohibits
these plans from creating a vested property right for the member with respect
to any employer contributions before retirement.
STATUS:

CA SB 526

03/24/2011

Re-referred to SENATE Committee on PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT
AND RETIREMENT.

AUTHOR:

Walters [R]
Public Employees' Retirement: Final Compensation
yes
no
02/17/2011
03/21/2011
Pending
Senate Public Employment and Retirement Committee

TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Requires, for persons first hired on and after a specified date, for the purpose of
determining any pension or benefit with respect to a public entity defined
benefit retirement system, that final compensation means the highest annual
average compensation earnable by the person during a consecutive 36-month
period of membership. Prohibits the inclusion of credit for accrued leave of any
form or credit for overtime work in the calculation of compensation.
STATUS:

03/24/2011
NOTES:

CA SB 527

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

Re-referred to SENATE Committee on PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT
AND RETIREMENT.
Staff is reviewing
Walters [R]
Public Employees' Organizations: Negotiation: Benefits
yes
no
02/17/2011
03/21/2011
Pending
Senate Public Employment and Retirement Committee

SUMMARY:

Excludes matters relating to pension benefits from the scope of representation
of public employees by recognized employee organizations, and would thereby
prohibit these employee organizations from negotiating pension benefits with
public employers, except for the amount of employee contributions to the
pension plans.
STATUS:

03/24/2011
NOTES:

Legislation Committee Tracking Report

Re-referred to SENATE Committee on PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT
AND RETIREMENT.
Staff is reviewing
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CA SB 536

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:

DeSaulnier [D]
Property Tax Revenue Allocations: Public Utilities
yes
yes
02/17/2011
04/12/2011
Pending
85
Senate Third Reading File

SUMMARY:

Relates to assessments on the property of companies transmitting or selling gas
or electricity. Requires that a specified amount of property tax revenues derived
from certain property be allocated first to the county which the property is
located to all of the school entities located in that county, 2nd to the East
Contra Costa Fire Protection District, and 3rd to specified special districts, with
the balance allocated to the redevelopment agency governing the project area
in which the property is located.
STATUS:

05/04/2011
NOTES:

CA SB 653

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:

In SENATE. Read second time. To third reading.
Review for impact to Library and special districts
Steinberg [D]
Local Taxation: Counties: School Districts
yes
no
02/18/2011
04/27/2011
Pending
Senate Appropriations Committee
05/16/2011 10:00 am

SUMMARY:

Authorizes the governing board of any county or city and county, or school
district, subject to specified constitutional and voter approval requirements, to
levy, increase, or extend a local personal income tax, transactions and use tax,
vehicle license fee, and excise tax, including, but not limited to, an alcoholic
beverage tax, a cigarette and tobacco products tax, a sweetened beverage tax,
and an oil severance tax. Requires such entities to reimburse the state for lost
tax revenue.
STATUS:

05/04/2011
NOTES:

CA SB 662

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:

Legislation Committee Tracking Report

From SENATE Committee on GOVERNANCE AND FINANCE:
Do pass to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
Consider
DeSaulnier [D]
Public Services
yes
no
02/18/2011
04/28/2011
Pending
Senate Appropriations Committee
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HEARING:
SUMMARY:

05/16/2011 10:00 am

Authorizes, contingent upon a specified finding, the Department of Finance and
any county to enter into a contract to authorize the county to integrate specified
public services. Requires the Legislature to ratify the contract by an enactment
of a bill vote. Requires the county board of supervisory to ratify the contract.
Provides the term of the contract. Requires the county to report to the
department and the Legislature on the progress towards meeting the goals of
the contract by the 5th year.
STATUS:

05/04/2011
NOTES:

CA SB 718

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

From SENATE Committee on GOVERNANCE AND FINANCE:
Do pass to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
Referred to Legislation Committee. Depts reviewing. To
BOS for support 5/3/11
Vargas [D]
Elder Abuse: Mandated Reporting
yes
no
02/18/2011
05/02/2011
Pending
Senate Appropriations Committee

Amends existing law requiring mandated reporters to report cases of elder
abuse. Authorizes the required reports to be submitted through a confidential
Internet reporting tool if the county or long-term care ombudsman implements
such a system. Requires a county or long-term care ombudsman program that
chooses to implement this system to report specified information to the
appropriate policy committees of the Legislature one year after full
implementation .
STATUS:

05/02/2011
NOTES:

CA SB 776

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred
to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
Sent to EHSD for review. Recommed "watch."
DeSaulnier [D]
Local Workforce Investment Boards: Funding
yes
no
02/18/2011
Pending
Senate Appropriations Committee

Requires local workforce investment boards to spend a certain percent of
available federal funds for adults and dislocated workers on direct client
services, workforce training programs, and supportive services in a manner
consistent with federal law.
STATUS:

05/09/2011
NOTES:

Legislation Committee Tracking Report

In SENATE Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: To Suspense
File.
CWA opposes. Our WDB reviewing, is concerned.
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CA SB 810

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

Leno [D]
Single-Payer Health Care Coverage
yes
no
02/18/2011
05/10/2011
Pending
Senate Appropriations Committee

Establishes the State Healthcare System. Creates State Healthcare Agency.
Makes all residents eligible for specified health care benefits under the System,
which would, on a single-payer basis, negotiate for or set fees for health care
services provided through the system and pay claims for those services.
Creates the Healthcare Policy Board.
STATUS:

05/10/2011
NOTES:

CA SB 906

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
LOCATION:

In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred
to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
To Leg Com for support on 4/28/11. To BOS on 5/3/11.
DeSaulnier [D]
Defendants: Incarceration
yes
no
02/18/2011
05/10/2011
Pending
Senate Appropriations Committee

SUMMARY:

Prohibits the agency or department having custody of 2 defendants, when
notified by a prosecuting attorney or court that the 2 defendants are either
codefendants or coconspirators in the commission of a violent felony, from
housing those inmates within sight or sound of each other. Requires, to the
extent possible, those inmates be housed in separate facilities.
STATUS:

05/10/2011
NOTES:

CA SB 930

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
DISPOSITION:
FILE:
LOCATION:
SUMMARY:

In SENATE. Read second time and amended. Re-referred
to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
SO reviewing
Evans [D]
In-Home Supportive Services
yes
no
02/18/2011
Pending
8
Senate Second Reading File

Relates to the county administered In-Home Supportive Services enrollment
form. Deletes requirements pertaining to obtaining fingerprint images of IHSS
recipients, and the requirement that the provider timesheet include spaces for
provider and recipient fingerprints. Deletes requirements and prohibitions

Legislation Committee Tracking Report
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relating to the use of a post office box address by an IHSS provider.
STATUS:

05/09/2011
NOTES:

CA SB 948

AUTHOR:
TITLE:
FISCAL COMMITTEE:
URGENCY CLAUSE:
INTRODUCED:
LAST AMEND:
DISPOSITION:
COMMITTEE:
HEARING:
SUMMARY:

From SENATE Committee on APPROPRIATIONS: Do pass.
(6-3)
Joe Valentine recommends support. To Leg Com 4/18/11
Governance and Finance Cmt
Property Taxation
yes
no
04/01/2011
04/27/2011
Pending
Senate Appropriations Committee
05/16/2011 10:00 am

Relates to property tax assessor information provided to tax collector regarding
tax sales, property tax assessments and related protests, property tax
collections and collectors, tax-defaulted property sales excess proceeds claims,
public notice of tax-defaulted property sales, and mistaken property tax
payment and excess property tax payment refunds.
STATUS:

05/04/2011
NOTES:

From SENATE Committee on GOVERNANCE AND FINANCE:
Do pass to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.
Sent to Assessor and Tax Collector

Copyright (c) 2011 State Net.
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OFFICE OF THE COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR
CONTRA COSTA COUNTY
TO:

Legislation Committee
Supervisor Karen Mitchoff, Chair
Supervisor John Gioia, Vice Chair

FROM:

Lara DeLaney, Legislative Coordinator

DATE:

May 9, 2011

SUBJECT:

Agenda Item #6: Federal Issues Update

RECOMMENDATION
ACCEPT the report on federal legislative matters.
WASHINGTON, D.C. UPDATE
Congress returned to Washington following its two-week spring recess to face a
crowded agenda, with raising the debt limit taking center stage. However, news of the
death of Osama bin Laden briefly overshadowed legislative business on Capitol Hill as
numerous lawmakers on both sides of the aisle lavished praise on President Obama for
ordering the risky operation.
While lawmakers showed a moment of unity over the events in Pakistan, they quickly
turned to the thorny partisan issues confronting them, such as the national debt limit,
the fiscal 2012 budget resolution, and legislation to defund the 2010 health care
law.
U.S. Department of Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner recently revealed to Congress
that it has until August 2 to raise the federal debt ceiling before the country defaults on
its financial obligations. Currently, the debt limit sits at $14.3 trillion. Defaulting could
ignite another global financial crisis and diminish the nation’s creditworthiness in the
eyes of international economists. Wasting little time, Secretary Geithner delivered the
somber message to members upon their return to Washington, setting the stage for the
controversial debt limit debate.
Previously, Geithner announced that the debt limit would be breached on May 16. Given
that Congress will not likely settle the debt dispute by that date, it will be necessary for
the Treasury chief to implement a number of debt reduction policies in order to give
lawmakers additional time to work out a long-term plan. Among the myriad of proposals
on the table, the Treasury Department would halt distribution of State and Local
Government Series (SLGS) securities that provides aid to states and localities for
infrastructure projects.
-1-

Republicans and Democrats alike agree that additional spending limitations are needed
in order to rein in the national debt. For its part, the GOP would like to advance a
measure that would create a constitutional amendment requiring a balanced budget.
Though all 47 Senate Republicans are on board with the proposal, the GOP would need
a two-thirds majority to clear the bill – an unlikely scenario given the expected
opposition from most Democrats.
Additionally, Republicans are circulating a plan on Capitol Hill that would limit federal
spending equal to a certain percentage of the gross domestic product (GDP).
Specifically, the proposal would gradually decrease spending annually until it equals 18
to 20 percent of the GDP.
Democrats, on the other hand, do not appear to have a specific debt reduction plan that
the party is embracing. Nevertheless, a number of ideas are being floated in the halls of
Congress, such as imposing a deficit cap that would trigger spending cuts or raising
taxes if the spending limit is breached. In order to boost revenues, Democrats are also
pushing for tax increases on the wealthiest Americans.
Policymakers will have several opportunities to weigh in on the debt limit discussion.
House Majority Whip Kevin McCarthy (R-CA) has kicked off a series of listening
sessions that will allow members to voice their ideas and opinions on how to tackle the
issue. The listening sessions will feature a number of congressional leaders including
House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Dave Camp (R-MI) and Budget
Committee Chairman Paul Ryan (R-WI).
As for the administration, Vice President Joe Biden hosted the first of many bipartisan
working group sessions on May 5. The working group consists of members from both
chambers and both sides of the aisle appointed by party leadership.
On a related matter, Senate Budget Committee Chairman Kent Conrad (D-ND) is
expected to release a fiscal 2012 budget proposal next week. According to the
chairman, the draft budget blueprint would save $4 trillion over the next 10 years.
Although specific details of the proposal have yet to be released, Chairman Conrad has
indicated that it will be a mosaic of proposals derived from recommendations of the
president’s debt commission and from the Senate’s bipartisan “Gang of Six.”
The Conrad budget package is expected to include revisions to the tax code that would
expand the tax base and decrease tax rates, as well as implement cost-saving changes
to Medicare. While timing for floor debate on the spending measure is uncertain, the bill
will likely be marked up by the budget panel sometime during the week of May 9.
Although it is unclear if Congress will ultimately approve a fiscal year 2012 budget
resolution, which is not signed by the president, the House and Senate Appropriations
committees are expected to provide the various subcommittees with their spending
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allocations for fiscal 2012 at some point in the near future. The budget resolution serves
as a spending guide for House and Senate appropriators.
In other developments, the House cleared a bill (HR 1213) on May 3 that would block
mandatory funding for grants to assist states with establishing health insurance
exchanges. The measure, sponsored by Energy and Commerce Committee Chairman
Fred Upton (R-MI), passed easily by a vote of 238-183.
Despite the vote in the House, HR 1213 has virtually no chance of becoming law. For
his part, Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee Chairman Tom
Harkin (D-IA) has made it clear that the bill would be “dead on arrival” in the Senate. In
addition, the White House has signaled that President Obama would veto any measure
that would defund the health care law.
States have until 2014 to set up their health insurance exchanges. In the event that a
state does not have an exchange established, the federal government would be
required to intervene. The aforementioned bill is among a long list of defunding
measures passed by House Republicans in an effort to halt the implementation of
health care reform. Another measure, HR 1214, recently passed by House Republicans
would block funding for school-based health care construction. That bill cleared the
lower chamber by a vote of 235-191.
On a related health matter, California County Supervisors Liz Kniss (Santa Clara
County) and Scott Haggerty (Alameda County) flew to Washington, D.C. this week to
urge Congress to reject cuts to Medicaid and other programs of critical importance
to counties. Joined by more than a dozen other members of NACo’s Large Urban
County Caucus, Kniss and Haggerty participated in a Senate press briefing to fight
proposals to block grant the program. Lead by Senator Jay Rockefeller (D-WV), six
other senators stood with the supervisors to call attention to Medicaid’s important role in
sustaining a health safety net.
Rockefeller stated that turning the program into a block grant would force counties to
raise local property taxes, states to reduce benefits, and Medicaid coverage to be
eliminated in some cases altogether. As a result, many of the 68 million low-income
children, parents, pregnant women, people with disabilities, and senior citizens enrolled
in Medicaid would lose their health coverage or face the expensive burden of paying for
less comprehensive, more expensive private coverage out-of-pocket.
Other members speaking at the event included Senators Jeff Bingaman (D-NM), Ron
Wyden (D-OR), Jeff Merkley (D-OR); Al Franken (D-MN); Richard Blumenthal (D-CT)
and, Bernard Sanders (I-VT).
It should be noted that the House-passed budget calls for nearly $1 trillion in cuts to
Medicaid over the next ten years. If transformed into a block grant program, the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office estimates that federal Medicaid payments to
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states and counties would be 35 percent lower in 2022 than currently projected, and 49
percent lower in 2030.
Finally, in other news, lawmakers received an earful of complaints from constituents
over their spring recess about skyrocketing gas prices around the country. According
to House Republicans, the recent outcries helped spur advancement of a bill (HR 1230)
that would permit offshore drilling lease sales in the Gulf of Mexico and Virginia. The
measure, sponsored by House Natural Resources Committee Chairman Doc Hastings
(R-WA), is part of the GOP’s American Energy Initiative plan that aims to increase
domestic energy production.
Rockefeller and Lautenberg Introduce Infrastructure Bill
May 11, 2011 Senate Commerce Committee Chairman John D. Rockefeller, IV (D-WV)
and Sen. Frank Lautenberg (D-NJ) yesterday introduced legislation that would create an
infrastructure fund to "leverage Federal dollars to incentivize private investment in
transportation projects of regional or national significance."
S. 936, the American Infrastructure Investment Fund Act of 2011, would authorize $5
billion in FY12 and FY13 for the infrastructure fund. According to a one-pager released
by the Commerce Committee, eligible projects would include "rail lines, marine ports,
pipelines, airports, highways, bridges, public transportation systems, and other
transportation-related projects."
The Rockefeller-Lautenberg bill would authorize $600 million per year for a "competitive
grant program" to fund airport facilities and other eligible infrastructure projects. It would
also provide loans, loan guarantees and other financial assistance "to encourage
private, regional, State, and local entities to invest in these critical projects." "Our roads
are crumbling, our aviation system is overloaded, our passenger rail network is too slow
and our maritime infrastructure is not up to the demands of global trade" Rockefeller
stated in a press release . "Our bill offers an investment mechanism to leverage the
vast amount of private capital waiting to be put to use and set a new course in order to
meet America's 21st century infrastructure needs and ultimately support American jobs
and make our economy stronger." For more information, please contact Brad Van Dam
at 703-797-2534.
Private Property Rights Protection Act (HR 1433)
On April 12, Rep. James Sensenbrenner (R-WI) introduced the Private Property Rights
Protection Act (HR 1433), which prohibits state and local governments from exercising
eminent domain if the jurisdiction receives federal economic development funds during
any fiscal year in which eminent domain is used on a property. The legislation punishes
any state or local government that uses eminent domain by making that jurisdiction
ineligible to receive federal economic development funding for a period of two years.
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The House Judiciary Committee's Constitution Subcommittee held a hearing on HR
1433 on April 12, and the bipartisan bill is expected to receive full Judiciary Committee
review in May. The bill currently has 21 cosponsors, including Reps. Mary Bono Mack
(R-45) and Maxine Waters (D-35).
The League of CA Cities is working with a coalition of national local government
organizations, real estate, home builders and retail industry groups and cities across the
country to oppose this legislation.
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